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Executive summary
Introduction

As part of a broader evaluation of the testing tools and processes of four citizen-led, householdbased assessments (the Annual Status of Education Report (ASER), Bɛɛkunko, Jàngandoo and
Uwezo), the Australian Council for Education Research (ACER) designed two small quasiexperimental studies to investigate the concurrent validity and inter-rater reliability of Uwezo. The
overall evaluation report is available here.
The concurrent validity study explored the relationship between performance on Uwezo and
performance on the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA)/Early Grade Math Assessment
(EGMA) (ie instruments that themselves have confirmed validity and reliability). The inter-rater
reliability study explored the agreement in the scores assigned to children’s responses to the
Uwezo tasks by Uwezo volunteers and by an expert rater.
Both these studies were conducted in Kenya with the support of Qdata Enterprises (the local
implementation partner), the Uwezo regional office, Uwezo district coordinators and volunteers,
RTI-Kenya personnel and individuals who had been involved in previous RTI-led implementations
of EGRA/EGMA.

The concurrent validity study
Method

For the concurrent validity study, a rotated test design consisting of 12 test forms was developed.
There were four test forms for each of the three assessment domains of English reading, Kiswahili
reading and numeracy/mathematics.
The tasks for the three domains are summarized below in the full report and are categorised as
‘Uwezo’, ‘Core EGRA’, ‘Core EGMA’ or ‘Exploratory’. These three categories are described as follows:
•

•

•

Uwezo: Tasks in this category come from a single Uwezo implementation. When taken
together they can be considered as a single Uwezo instrument.

Core EGRA/Core EGMA: Tasks in this category come from a single EGRA/EGMA
implementation. When taken together they can be considered as a single EGRA/EGMA
instrument.
Exploratory: Tasks in this category were developed by ACER or repurposed from other
EGRA administrations. They were included in the assessment because they demonstrate
how a broader range of foundational reading/mathematics skills might be tested, and
thereby provide examples to Uwezo of how its instruments might be expanded to give them
more construct validity.
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Since the primary purpose of the concurrent validity study was to examine the instruments, and not
to report on populations of interest, the sample did not need to be scientifically drawn. The sample
was a convenience sample, but it did go some way towards reflecting the diversity of the Uwezo
target population, since children were tested in five different counties that together covered four of
the five location contexts that Uwezo uses to classify counties. The counties and their associated
contexts were:
•
•
•
•
•

Kajiado -- arid/semi-arid
Kitui -- arid/semi-arid

Nairobi -- core urban

Nakuru -- with large cities

Murang’a -- rural-agricultural (east of Rift Valley).

These counties were selected in negotiation with the Uwezo regional office. After the county
selection, districts within counties and Enumeration Areas (EAs) within districts were selected, this
time with the support and guidance not only of the Uwezo regional office, but also of Uwezo district
coordinators.

Children were sampled on the day of test administration. Test administrators visited an EA in a
group and divided the EA into sections. Within his or her section, each test administrator selected
any household and tested all children aged 6–16 in that household. He or she then continued onto
another household in the section, and began testing children within the target age range from that
household. Test administrators were required to test 12 children per day – one child with each of
the 12 test forms.

The test administrators were a combination of Uwezo volunteers who were recommended by
Uwezo district coordinators and EGRA/EGMA test administrators who were recommended by RTIKenya. They were trained as a group for five days in Nairobi.
Test administration took place in December 2014. As per the standard Uwezo model, children were
tested one-on-one, and the test language (including the language in which the instructions were
delivered by the test administrator) was English for the English reading test forms, Kiswahili for the
Kiswahili reading test forms, and the child’s choice of language for the numeracy/mathematics test
forms. The language choices offered for the numeracy/mathematics test forms were English,
Kiswahili, Kikamba and Kimaasai. The two local languages Kikamba and Kimaasai were included
since these languages were the main languages in several of the districts that were visited.

The approach for administering the Uwezo tasks deviated from the standard Uwezo administration,
in that the administration started from the easiest task and progressed through the tasks in order of
increasing difficulty, rather than starting from a middle difficulty task and progressing either up or
down depending on the child’s performance on the initial task. This alternative approach was
adopted in order to obtain cognitive data that could be analysed using Item Response Theory (IRT).
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The scoring approach for the Uwezo tasks also deviated from the standard approach: for the Uwezo
tasks in which children are presented with a set of elements (eg letters, words, numbers or sums)
and asked to choose a subset to attempt, children were scored on each attempted element rather
than on the task overall. This alternative approach was adopted to facilitate an element-level
analysis of the data from these tasks.
Data from the study were entered into Excel-based data entry files. After initial processing, data
were analysed by ACER using ConQuest software. The analysis investigated:
•

•
•

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks and the core
EGRA/EGMA tasks;

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks, the core EGRA/EGMA
tasks, and the exploratory tasks; and,

the association between background variables and variations in performance on the Uwezo
tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks.

Some preliminary investigation of what the data reveal about Uwezo’s practice of giving children
choice in tasks was also conducted.

Results and discussion

The final complete dataset contained 1207 children – approximately 400 for each of the three
assessment domains. For each domain’s dataset, there were approximately equal numbers of
children from each of the five districts in which the study was conducted.
In the analysis that aimed to explore the relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo
tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks, the two tests were treated as two dimensions in ConQuest.
The key results from this analysis were as follows for each domain:
•

For the English reading domain:
-

-

-

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was high (0.961),
indicating that the tests are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs.

The correlation between performance on core EGRA and the exploratory EGRA tasks
was high (0.952), indicating that these tests are measuring the same, or very similar,
constructs. The correlation between performance on Uwezo and the exploratory EGRA
tasks was 0.899; this lower correlation indicates that the exploratory tasks are
measuring something that is not captured in Uwezo’s measurement construct.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability 1) of Uwezo was 0.653 and the
reliability of core EGRA was 0.697, indicating that the two tests are able to explain
variations in children’s performance to about the same extent.

1

Person separation is the name used to refer to reliability in a Rasch modelling context and it can be interpreted the
same way as measures of internal consistency such as KR-20 or Cronbach’s alpha (Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as
a Measurement Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172).
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•

For the Kiswahili reading domain:

-

-

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was high (0.977),
indicating that the tests are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs.

The correlation between performance on core EGRA and the exploratory EGRA tasks
was high (0.942), indicating that these tests are measuring the same, or very similar,
constructs. The correlation between performance on Uwezo and the exploratory EGRA
tasks was 0.900; this lower correlation indicates that the exploratory tasks are
measuring something that is not captured in Uwezo’s measurement construct.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.353, and the
reliability of core EGRA was 0.651. The low reliability of Uwezo indicates that it can only
discriminate between children’s level of skill to a limited extent. This is a result of an
issue with the targeting of the Uwezo test. The analysis showed that the Uwezo test did
not have items of difficulties that spanned the range of abilities of children in the
sample, but rather that the difficulties of the Uwezo test items were all targeted to the
lower end of the ability range.

For the numeracy/mathematics domain:
-

-

-

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGMA was high (0.954),
indicating that the tests are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs.

The correlation between performance on EGMA and the exploratory tasks was 0.879,
and between performance on Uwezo and the exploratory tasks was 0.856. These lower
correlations suggest that the all three tests are measuring slightly different constructs.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was < 0.100, and the
reliability of core EGMA was 0.870. The very low reliability of Uwezo indicates that it
does a poor job of discriminating between the sampled children’s level of skill. This is a
result of an issue with the targeting of the Uwezo test. The analysis showed that the
Uwezo test did not have items of difficulties that spanned the range of abilities of
children in the sample, but rather that the difficulties of the Uwezo test items were all
targeted to the lower end of the ability range.

In the analysis that aimed to explore the relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo
tasks, the core EGRA/EGMA tasks and the exploratory tasks, the three tests were treated as three
dimensions in ConQuest. 2 The key results from this analysis were as follows for each domain:
•

For the English reading domain:

-

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was high, indicating
that the tests are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs. The
correlation between performance on Uwezo and performance on the exploratory tasks

The values that compare Uwezo and core EGRA are slightly different in this three-dimensional model than
the corresponding values in the two-dimensional model because the inclusion of the exploratory tasks in the
model improves the estimation of the posterior distributions for the Uwezo and core EGRA results.
2
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-

•

The reliabilities of Uwezo and core EGRA were similar, indicating that they can explain
similar percentages of the variation in children’s performance. The reliability of the
exploratory tasks was higher, indicating that it can explain a higher percentage of
variations in children’s performance. This higher percentage is due to the relatively
high number of variables associated with the exploratory tasks.

For the Kiswahili reading domain:

-

-

•

was lower, indicating that the exploratory tasks are measuring something that is not
captured in Uwezo’s measurement construct.

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was high, indicating
that the tests are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs. The
correlation between performance on Uwezo and performance on the exploratory tasks
was lower, indicating that the exploratory tasks are measuring something that is not
captured in Uwezo’s measurement construct.
The reliability of Uwezo was lower than the reliability of core EGRA, indicating that that
core EGRA can explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance.
The reliability of the exploratory tasks was higher than both the other reliabilities,
indicating that it can explain a higher percentage again of variations in children’s
performance. This higher percentage is due to the relatively high number of variables
associated with the exploratory tasks.

For the numeracy/mathematics domain:

-

-

The correlations between performance on Uwezo and core EGMA, Uwezo and the
exploratory tasks, and core EGMA and the exploratory tasks were lower than for the
other two domains, indicating that the test are measuring slightly different constructs.

The reliability of Uwezo was < 0.100, considerably lower than the reliability of core
EGMA or the exploratory tasks and indicating that Uwezo can explain none of the
variations in children’s performance. The low reliability of Uwezo is a result of the fact
that the test is not well targeted, because the items are too easy.

In the analysis that aimed to explore the association between background variables and variations
in performance Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA, the two tests were treated as two dimensions in
ConQuest, and children’s performance was regressed on gender and location. For all three domains,
the results showed that there was no statistically significant difference in the extent to which any of
the regression variables is associated with variations in performance on Uwezo compared to the
extent to which it is associated with variations in performance on core EGRA/EGMA.
In the preliminary analysis that aimed to explore children’s choice patterns in the Uwezo tasks in
which they are presented with a set of elements (eg letters, words, numbers, sums) and asked to
choose a subset of elements to attempt, aggregated data suggest that children may follow quite
similar choice patterns that are determined by the position of particular elements within the task
layout.
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Conclusion
In general, the results of the concurrent validity study revealed that Uwezo tests are of similar
difficulty or easier than core EGRA/EGMA tests, but that the correlation between the tests is high,
indicating that they are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs. Reliabilities of the
Uwezo tests were generally lower than those of core EGRA/EGMA, indicating that Uwezo can
explain a lower percentage of the variation in children’s performance. The lower reliabilities of
Uwezo can be linked to the fact that the Uwezo tests are not as well targeted, because the items
were often too easy.

When the exploratory tasks were included in the analysis, the correlation between Uwezo and these
tasks was at the lower end of latent correlations between constructs that are normally aggregated.
This indicates that there is some difference in the constructs measured by Uwezo and the
constructs measured by the exploratory tasks. In all three domains the exploratory tasks aimed to
test a broader range of foundational skills than the constrained range that is tested by Uwezo. The
lower correlations between Uwezo and the exploratory tasks suggest that performance on Uwezo
should only be interpreted with reference to an understanding of foundational ability that includes
only the constrained range of skills that Uwezo tests. In other words, performance on Uwezo should
not be taken to reflect children’s foundational ability if a broader understanding of this ability is
adopted.

When children’s performance on Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA was regressed on background
variables distinguishing gender and location (ie urban, rural-agricultural and arid/semi-arid), the
analysis showed that across all three domains, there is no statistically significant difference
between the extent to which any of the background variables is associated with variations in
performance on Uwezo and the extent to which the same variable is associated with variations in
performance on core EGRA/EGMA. In other words, variations in the relationship between
performance on Uwezo and on core EGRA/EGMA were not found to be associated with different
values of the background variables.
Preliminary analysis of data at the aggregate level suggested that children follow similar choice
patterns in the Uwezo tasks that offer choice. These choice patterns appear to be often determined
by the position of different elements in the task layout. Respondent-level analysis of choice patterns
would be required to explore this in more depth. If respondent-level analysis confirmed that many
children do follow similar choice patterns, then Uwezo should consider the value in offering choice,
especially given that it compromises the validity of comparisons.
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The inter-rater reliability study
Method

The inter-rater reliability study was conducted in January 2015 and had two stages.

Stage 1 – Recording responses: In two schools, children were recorded responding to the tasks
from test form 1 and test form 2 of the 2013 Uwezo testing tools for English reading, Kiswahili
reading and numeracy/mathematics.

Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection: The video of children responding to the Uwezo
tasks was shown to a group of Uwezo volunteers and one expert rater, and they were asked to score
the responses independently.

The sample of children for Stage 1 – Recording responses was a convenience sample of children
drawn from across all grades in two primary schools in Nairobi.
Twenty Uwezo volunteers and one expert rater nominated by the Uwezo regional office were
involved in Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection. The volunteers were drawn from
seven different counties that together covered four of the five location contexts that Uwezo uses to
classify counties.
All the Uwezo volunteers had been trained according to the standard Uwezo training model and
involved in at least one full administration of Uwezo. None of the volunteers had been part of the
concurrent validity study.

Before the commencement of Stage 2 –Recording responses, the Uwezo volunteers received a
brief refresher in Uwezo scoring that was delivered by the expert rater.

Data from the study were entered into Excel-based data entry files. After initial processing, data
were analysed by ACER using SPSS. The analysis investigated:
•

•
•

the extent to which there was agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses
by the group of 20 Uwezo volunteers;

the extent to which there was agreement between the scores assigned to the recorded
responses by the group of Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater;

how the agreement between scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert varied
with the volunteers’ location context (ie urban, rural-agricultural or arid/semi-arid).

Results and discussion

The final complete database for Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection included scoring
data for 458 recorded responses from the English reading domain, for 446 recorded responses
from the Kiswahili reading domain, and for 550 recorded responses from the
numeracy/mathematics domain. The first analysis aimed to explore the extent to which there was
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agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses by the group of 20 Uwezo volunteers.
The key results from this analysis were as follows for each domain:
•

For the English reading domain:

-

-

•

There was no statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two forms, indicating that
neither of the two test forms is more challenging for volunteers to score reliably.

There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, indicating that some of
the tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score reliably. In
particular, the Story task and the Q2 Comprehension tasks presented the biggest
challenge to reliable scoring.

For the Kiswahili reading domain:

-

-

-

•

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer
group to the tasks in this domain.

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer
group to the tasks in this domain.

There was no statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two forms, indicating that
neither of the two test forms is more challenging for volunteers to score reliably.
There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, indicating that some of
the tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score reliably. In
particular, the Story task presented the biggest challenge to reliable scoring.

Overall, the mean proportions of agreement were higher for the Kiswahili reading
domain than they were for the English reading domain, indicating that the tasks in the
Kiswahili reading domain are less challenging for volunteers to score reliably than the
tasks in the English reading domain.

For the numeracy/mathematics domain:

-

-

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer
group to the tasks in this domain.
There was no statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two forms, indicating that
neither of the two test forms is more challenging for volunteers to score reliably.

There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, but overall the
differences in mean proportions of agreement were lower in this domain than in the
other two domains, indicating that the numeracy/mathematics tasks are generally less
challenging than the English reading or Kiswahili reading tasks for volunteers to score
reliably.
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The second analysis aimed to explore the extent to which there was agreement in the scores
assigned to the recorded responses by the group of 20 Uwezo volunteers and by the expert rater.
The key results from this analysis were as follows for each domain:
•

For the English reading domain:

-

-

-

•

There was no statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two test forms, indicating that
neither of the two test forms is more likely than the other to lead to disagreement in
scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater.

There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, indicating that some of
the tasks are more likely than others to lead to disagreement in the scores assigned by
Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater. In particular, the Story task and the Q2
Comprehension tasks were most likely to lead to this kind of disagreement.

For the Kiswahili reading domain:

-

-

-

•

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and the scores assigned by the expert rater to the tasks in this domain.

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and the scores assigned by the expert rater to the tasks in this domain.

There was a statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two test forms. The mean
proportion of agreement for test form 1 was lower than the mean proportion of
agreement for test form 2, indicating that for some reason test form 1 is more likely to
lead to disagreement in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater.

There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, indicating that some of
the tasks are more likely than others to lead to disagreement in the scores assigned by
Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater. In particular, the Story task was most likely to
lead to this kind of disagreement.

For the numeracy/mathematics domain:

-

-

Overall, there were high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and the scores assigned by the expert rater to the tasks in this domain.

There was no statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks within each of the two test forms, indicating that
neither of the two test forms is more likely than the other to lead to disagreement in
scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater.

There is some statistically significant difference between the mean proportions of
agreement in scores assigned to tasks across the two test forms, indicating that some of
the tasks are more likely than others to lead to disagreement in the scores assigned by
Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater.
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The third analysis aimed to explore how the agreement between scores assigned by Uwezo
volunteers and the expert rater varied with the volunteers’ location context. The key results from
this analysis showed that across all three domains, the patterns in agreement in scores assigned by
Uwezo volunteers and scores assigned by the expert rater were similar across all three volunteer
location contexts. This indicates that volunteers from one particular location context are no more or
less likely to assign scores to responses that do not agree with the scores assigned by the expert
rater.

Conclusion

In general, the results of the inter-rater reliability study revealed high levels of agreement in scores
assigned to responses both within the Uwezo volunteer group and between the Uwezo volunteer
group and the expert rater. In the English reading domain the Story task and the Q2 Comprehension
task were found to be more challenging to score reliably than the other tasks. In the Kiswahili
reading domain the Story task was also found to be more challenging to score reliably. Offering
more comprehensive guidance for and training in scoring these tasks may lead to increased levels
of inter-rater reliability.

The results of this study also revealed that Uwezo volunteers from one location context were no
more or less likely than volunteers from another location context to assign scores to responses that
disagreed with the scores assigned by the expert rater. This suggests that any enhancements in
guidance and training that aim to increase levels of inter-rater reliability would be best offered to
volunteers across all location contexts, and do not need to be targeted towards volunteers from
particular location contexts.
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Introduction

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation contributes funding to citizen-led, household-based
learning assessments including the Annual Status of Education Report (ASER, in India), Bɛɛkunko
(in Mali), Jàngandoo (in Senegal) and Uwezo (in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda).

The Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) has been working with Results for
Development (R4D) to conduct an evaluation of the testing tools and processes of these
assessments. The evaluation is comprised of two areas of work:
1. a desk review

2. two small quasi-experimental studies:
a. a concurrent validity study

b. an inter-rater reliability study.

The quasi-experimental studies collected data to investigate the validity and reliability of Uwezo.
More specifically:
•

•

The concurrent validity study investigated the extent to which there was agreement
between the results of Uwezo and the results of EGRA and EGMA.

The inter-rater reliability study investigated the extent to which Uwezo volunteers and an
expert rater agreed in their assignment of scores to children’s responses in Uwezo.

Of the four assessments, Uwezo was selected to be the subject of these studies because a small
concurrent validity study and an inter-rater reliability study have already been done using the
ASER instruments, and because Uwezo’s instrumentation is further developed than that of
Bɛɛkunko and Jàngandoo, which are newer initiatives.

Both the concurrent validity study and the inter-rater reliability study were conducted in Kenya.
The local implementation partner for the studies was Qdata Enterprises. 3 John Mugo and Winnie
Cherotich (of the Uwezo regional office), Sara Ruto (formerly of the Uwezo regional office), Ben
Piper and Dunston Kwayumba (from RTI in Kenya), and a number of Uwezo district coordinators
were also instrumental in the implementation.
This document is the final report on the quasi-experimental studies.
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For information about Qdata Enterprises, see http://qdataenterprises.com/
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The concurrent validity study
Method

Instrumentation

The assessment tasks used in the concurrent validity study covered three domains: English reading,
Kiswahili reading and numeracy/mathematics.
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 below summarise the tasks for the three domains.

Note that in the first column on the left the tasks have been categorised as ‘Uwezo’, ‘Core EGRA’,
‘Core EGMA’ or ‘Exploratory’. These three categories are described as follows:
•

•

•

Uwezo: Tasks in this category come from a single Uwezo implementation. When taken
together they can be considered as a single Uwezo instrument.

Core EGRA/Core EGMA: Tasks in this category come from a single EGRA/EGMA
implementation. When taken together they can be considered as a single EGRA/EGMA
instrument.
Exploratory: Tasks in this category were developed by ACER or repurposed from other
EGRA administrations. They were included in the assessment because they demonstrate
how a broader range of foundational reading/mathematics skills might be tested, and
thereby provide examples to Uwezo of how its instruments might be expanded to give them
more construct validity.
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Table 1: Summary of tasks in the English reading domain
Task
category

Task
Letters

Uwezo

Words

Paragraph

Story with
comprehension
Letter-sound
knowledge
Core EGRA

Familiar word
reading

Oral passage
reading with
comprehension
Word
comprehension

Sentence
Exploratory comprehension
Listening
comprehension

Source

Description of task
From a set of 10 letters, choose five of them
and say the letter sounds aloud.

From a set of 10 words, choose five of them
Uwezo 2013
test forms 1 and and read them aloud.
2
From a set of two short paragraphs, choose
one and read it aloud.
EGRA – used in
an
administration
undertaken in
2009 in Kenya
that was funded
by the William
and Flora
Hewlett
Foundation 4

Read a brief story (approx. 70 words) aloud.
Answer two questions about the story.

Provide the sound of 100 upper- and
lowercase letters presented in random order
– timed (60 seconds).
Read 50 simple and common words – timed
(60 seconds).
Read a short narrative passage (approx. 60
words) aloud with fluency – timed (60
seconds).
Answer four questions about the text.

For six sets of three words each, identify the
word that matches the picture provided.

Developed by
ACER

For a set of three sentences, identify the one
that matches the picture provided.
Listen to a story (approx. 250 words) being
read aloud, then answer eight questions
about the story.

The English EGRA instrument from this implementation can be downloaded from
https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=256. Note that this
instrument also includes a Letter-name knowledge task and a Non-words reading fluency tasks. The Lettername knowledge task was omitted for the concurrent validity study because time constraints meant that the
Letter-sound knowledge task and the Letter-name knowledge task could not both be included, and ACER
judged the Letter-sound knowledge task as more important in an assessment of foundational reading skills.
The Non-words reading fluency task was omitted for the concurrent validity study at the request of the
Uwezo regional office.
4
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Task
category

Task
Silent reading
with
comprehension

Source

Description of task

EGRA – used in
an
administration
undertaken in
2012 in Kenya
that was funded
by DFID 5

Read a short narrative passage (approx. 60
words) silently – timed (60 seconds).
Answer five questions about the text.

Table 2: Summary of tasks in the Kiswahili reading domain
Task
category

Task

Source

Description of task

Syllables
Uwezo

Words

Paragraph

Story with
comprehension
Syllable
knowledge

Core EGRA

Exploratory

Familiar word
reading

Oral passage
reading with
comprehension
Word
comprehension
Sentence
comprehension

Uwezo 2013 test
forms 1 and 2

EGRA – used in an
administration
undertaken in
2009 in Kenya
that was funded
by the William
and Flora Hewlett
Foundation 6
Developed by
ACER

From a set of 10 syllables, choose five of
them and read them aloud.

From a set of 10 words, choose five of them
and read them aloud.
From a set of two short paragraphs, choose
one and read it aloud.
Read a brief story (approx. 70 words)
aloud.
Answer two questions about the story.

Provide the sound of 100 syllables – timed
(60 seconds).
Read 50 simple and common words –
timed (60 seconds).

Read a short narrative passage (approx. 60
words) aloud with fluency – timed (60
seconds).
Answer four questions about the text.
For six sets of three words each, identify
the word that matches the picture
provided.
For a set of three sentences, identify the
one that matches the picture provided.

The English EGRA instrument from this implementation can be downloaded from
https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=508.
6 The Kiswahili EGRA instrument from this implementation can be downloaded from
https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=256. Note that this
instrument also includes a Non-words reading fluency tasks. The Non-words reading fluency task was
omitted for the concurrent validity study at the request of the Uwezo regional office.
5
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Task
category

Task
Listening
comprehension
Silent reading
with
comprehension

Source

Description of task

EGRA – used in an
administration
undertaken in
2012 in Kenya
that was funded
by DFID 7

7

Listen to a story (approx. 250 words) being
read aloud, then answer eight questions
about the story.
Read a short narrative passage (approx. 60
words) silently – timed (60 seconds).
Answer four questions about the text.

The English EGRA instrument from this implementation can be downloaded from
https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=508.
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Table 3: Summary of tasks in the numeracy/mathematics domain
Task
category

Task

Source

Description of task

Count and match

From a set of eight count and match pairs,
select five and match the number of objects
to the number symbol.

Number
recognition 10–
99

From a set of eight numbers between 10–99,
choose five and read them aloud.

Which is greater?
Uwezo

Addition
Subtraction

Uwezo 2013 test
forms 1 and 2

Multiplication

Addition level 1
Addition level 2

Subtraction level
1

From a set of eight 2-digit by 2-digit
subtractions, choose three and work out the
answers.
From a set of eight 1- or 2-digit by 1-digit
divisions, choose three and work out the
answers.

Number
identification

Core EGMA

From a set of eight 2-digit by 2-digit
additions, choose three and work out the
answers.

From a set of eight 1-digit by 1-digit
multiplications, choose three and work out
the answers.

Division

Number
discrimination

From a set of eight pairs of 2-digit numbers,
choose five pairs and in each case identify
the greater of the two numbers in the pair.

EGMA – used as
the endline
assessment in
the USAIDbacked PRIMR
initiative 8

Subtraction level
2

Say aloud 1-digit – 3-digit numbers (20
numbers in total) presented in random
order – timed (60 seconds).

Identify which is the greater number in pairs
of numbers (1-digit – 3-digit numbers used,
12 pairs in total) – timed (60 seconds).
Solve simple addition problems (20
problems in total) – timed (60 seconds).

Solve more challenging addition problems
(five problems in total).
Solve simple subtraction problems (20
problems in total) – timed (60 seconds).
Solve more challenging subtraction
problems (five problems in total).

The EGMA instrument from this implementation can be downloaded from
https://www.eddataglobal.org/reading/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=521.
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Task
category

Task

Source

Description of task

Word problems 1

Listen to five story problems and solve them
(four of which test additive thinking and one
of which tests early multiplicative thinking).

Next number

In each of four sequences of numbers, give
the number that comes next in the sequence.

How many?
Exploratory

Word problems 2
Spatial reasoning
1

For each of three sets of cards, give how
many buttons there are in total after being
told how many buttons are under each card.

Listen to two story problems and solve them
(testing early multiplicative thinking).

Developed by
ACER

From a set of six shapes, identify the shape
when the name is said aloud.

Spatial reasoning
2

From a set of six smaller shapes and one
larger shape, identify the three smaller
shapes that can be put together to make the
one larger shape.

The tasks were put together to make 12 different test forms, in a rotated test design. Four of the
forms were English reading forms, four of the forms were Kiswahili reading forms, and four of the
forms were numeracy/mathematics forms. The test design is given in Table 4 below.
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Table 4: Test design for the concurrent validity study
Test form

Test component 1 of form

Test component 2 of form

1 Uwezo-Reading-Form1_Eng

EGRA_Eng
(including exploratory tasks)

3 Uwezo-Maths-Form1

EGMA
(including exploratory tasks)

2 EGRA_Kis
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Reading-Form2_Kis

4 Uwezo-Reading-Form2_Eng

EGRA_Eng
(including exploratory tasks)

5 EGRA_Kis
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Reading-Form1_Kis

6 Uwezo-Maths-Form2

EGMA
(including exploratory tasks)

7 EGRA_Eng
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Reading-Form1_Eng

8 Uwezo-Reading-Form2_Kis

EGRA_Kis
(including exploratory tasks)

9 EGMA
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Maths-Form1

10 EGRA_Eng
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Reading-Form2_Eng

11 Uwezo-Reading-Form1_Kis

EGRA_Kis
(including exploratory tasks)

12 EGMA
(including exploratory tasks)

Uwezo-Maths-Form2
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Implementation
Sampling

Since the primary purpose of the concurrent validity study was to examine the instruments, and not
to report on populations of interest, the sample did not need to be scientifically drawn. Though it
was a convenience sample, it did aim to go some way towards reflecting the diversity of the Uwezo
target population.

Uwezo distinguishes between six county contexts across Kenya: core arid; arid/semi-arid; core
urban; with large cities; rural-agricultural (east of Rift Valley); and rural-agricultural (west of Rift
Valley). In negotiation with the Uwezo regional office, five counties in which to conduct the study
were selected, and one district was selected from each county.

Table 5 below shows the five counties and their contexts, and the district selected from each
county.
Table 5: Counties, their contexts, and the districts selected for the concurrent validity study
Selected county

Context of county

District selected from
county

Kajiado

arid/semi-arid

Kajiado Central

Nairobi

core urban

Nairobi North

Kitui

Nakuru

Murang’a

arid/semi-arid

Mwingi

with large cities

rural-agricultural (east of Rift Valley)

Nakuru

Gatanga

Counties in the core arid and rural-agricultural (west of Rift Valley) contexts were not selected
because of the costs and time frames associated with visiting these more remote counties from
Nairobi.

After counties and districts had been selected, 2–3 Enumeration Areas (EAs) were selected from
each district. 9 This selection was undertaken with the support and advice of the Uwezo district
coordinators. To ensure that none of the children in the concurrent validity study had been preexposed to the Uwezo tasks, none of the EAs from the 2013 or 2014 administration of Uwezo were
eligible for selection.
Enumeration Areas (EAs) are the sampling units used in the second step of Uwezo’s sampling process. An
EA corresponds to the whole or part of a village in a non-urban context, or part of a suburb in an urban
context. Usually an EA consists of 50–100 households, with a maximum of about 150 households.

9

9

The final stage of sampling was undertaken on the day of test administration. Test administrators
visited each EA in groups. If the dwellings in the EA were clustered together, the test administrators
started from a central location in the EA and fanned out in opposite directions, so each test
administrator effectively had his or her own section of the EA in which to test children. If dwellings
in the EA were more sparsely spread over a larger area, as was the case in the more remote
counties, the test administrators were dropped off at different locations throughout the EA, so
again, each test administrator effectively had his or her own section of the EA in which to test
children. Within his or her section of the EA, the test administrator chose any household at which to
start the administration, and tested all children within the target age range of 6–16 years old in that
household. The test administrator then proceeded to choose any other household within the
section, and tested all children in that household, and so on. Each test administrator was required
to test 12 children per day.
The aim was to test 250 children per district, to give a total sample size of 1250 children.

Preparation of materials for the study

The test materials were put together by ACER. In instances where translation was required from
English to Kiswahili, or from English/Kiswahili to Kikamba and Kimaasai, this translation was
undertaken by experienced pedagogues selected by Qdata Enterprises.

The test materials consisted of data collection protocols and stimulus booklets. The data collection
protocols contained the standardised scripts that the test administrators read to introduce the
assessment to the children and to deliver instructions for each task, the scoring guides for each
task, and space for the test administrators to write the children’s scores. The stimulus booklets
contained the material to which the children referred while completing the tasks. 10

Test administrator manuals were also prepared.

Test materials and manuals were printed by Qdata Enterprises.

10

Sample data collection protocols and stimulus booklets are available upon request.
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Selection and training of test administrators

Test administrators were selected in negotiation with the Uwezo regional office, the Uwezo district
coordinators, and RTI representatives involved in the recent implementations of EGRA/EGMA in
Kenya. In the final pool of 19 test administrators, 14 were experienced in administering Uwezo, and
five were experienced in administering EGRA/EGMA. There was an adequate spread of languages
spoken across the test administrator group to ensure that the assessments could be delivered in
local languages of Kikamba and Kimaasai when necessary.

Test administrators were trained in a five-day training workshop in Nairobi. The training was
conducted by representatives from ACER and Qdata Enterprises. It involved review of all tasks in
the assessments, group practice and in-the-field practice. Inter-rater reliability exercises conducted
during the training showed that the test administrators were scoring with acceptable levels of
reliability in each of the three assessment domains. 11

Study administration

Test administration was undertaken in December 2014. Groups of test administrators visited each
EA and selected children for testing as described in the ‘Sampling’ subsection above.

Each day, each test administrator was given a package containing one copy of the data collection
protocol and stimulus booklet for each of the 12 test forms shown in Table 4 above. Test
administrators administered the test forms 1–12, in order, to 12 children per day (ie one child per
test form). In this way the administration of test forms was rotated, which minimised the chances of
children overhearing one another’s responses (since common tasks did not appear in consecutive
test forms), and ensured an approximately equal distribution of test forms overall.

Children were tested one-on-one in their households. Before beginning the administration of the
assessment to a child, test administrators collected information about the child’s gender, school
enrolment status and grade.
The test language (including the language in which the instructions were delivered by the test
administrator) for the12 test forms was as shown below:
•

•
•

When test forms 1, 4, 7 and 10 (ie the English reading test forms) were administered, the
test language was English.
When test forms 2, 5, 8 and 11 (ie the Kiswahili reading test forms) were administered, the
test language was Kiswahili.

When test forms 3, 6, 9 and 12 (ie the numeracy/mathematics test forms) were
administered, then test language was the child’s choice out of English, Kiswahili, Kikamba or
Kimaasai.

The approach for administering tasks to children generally followed the approaches used in the
standard administrations of Uwezo and EGRA/EGMA, with one exception. In a standard Uwezo

11 The inter-rater reliability exercises followed the model described in RTI International and International
Rescue Committee, Guidance Notes for Planning and Implementing EGRA (2011), 83–88.
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administration, the starting point is a middle difficulty task, and the administration progresses
either upwards to more difficult tasks or downwards to easier tasks, depending on the child’s
performance on the initial task. In contrast, in this study, the administration of the Uwezo tasks
began with the easiest task, and progressed through the tasks in order of increasing difficulty. 12 In
order to avoid the repeated administration of tasks that a child could not manage, a ‘skip’ rule was
applied. In the ‘skip’ rule, if a child was not able to correctly answer two consecutive Uwezo tasks,
then the remainder of the Uwezo tasks were not administered. This alternative approach was
adopted in order to obtain cognitive data for the Uwezo tasks that can be analysed using Item
Response Theory (IRT).

The approach the test administrators used to record cognitive data and score responses also
generally followed the approaches used in the standard administrations of Uwezo and
EGRA/EGMA, but again there was one exception. In a standard Uwezo administration, in the tasks
in which children are presented with a number of elements and asked to choose a subset to
attempt, no data are collected about which elements the child chose and which he or she got
correct. Instead, the child just receives one score for the task overall, indicating that the number of
elements he or she successfully completed was at or above a defined threshold. In contrast, in this
study, for the tasks in which children are given choice, data were collected about which elements
the child chose, and, of those elements, which ones he or she got correct. This alternative approach
was adopted because in the analysis ACER wished to explore whether there were any patterns in
children’s choices within these tasks.
Test administration was overseen by supervisors provided by Qdata Enterprises.

Data entry, cleaning and initial processing

Data from the concurrent validity study were entered into Excel-based data entry files developed
by ACER. The data entry files contained checks for duplicate records, missing data and discrepant
combinations of values. The data entry personnel were sourced by Qdata Enterprises.

ACER and Qdata Enterprises conducted some data cleaning to resolve any instances of duplicate
records, missing data or discrepant combinations of values that had not been identified during data
entry.
ACER conducted some initial data processing.

The order of administration for the English reading tasks was Letters, Words, Paragraph, Story, Q1
Comprehension, Q2 Comprehension. For the Kiswahili reading tasks it was Syllables, Words, Paragraph,
Story, Q1 Comprehension, Q2 Comprehension. For the numeracy/mathematics task it was Count and Match,
Number Recognition 10-99, Which is Greater, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division.
12
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Data analysis

Data were analysed by ACER using ConQuest software, which fits a generalised multidimensional
Rasch item response model coupled with a multivariate latent regression model. 13

Initial ConQuest runs revealed that the data had to undergo some further processing to facilitate
IRT analysis. A summary of this further processing is given in Appendix 1: Summary of further
processing of data from concurrent validity study. The further processing aimed to reduce the
problematically high ratio of cognitive variables to respondents, and remove variables for which
the item statistics indicated misfit or redundancy. 14
Once the further processing was completed, the ConQuest analysis investigated:
•

•
•

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks and the core
EGRA/EGMA tasks;

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks, the core EGRA/EGMA
tasks and the exploratory tasks; and,

the association between background variables and variations in performance on the Uwezo
tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks.

Some preliminary investigation of what the data reveal about Uwezo’s practice of giving children
choice in tasks was also conducted.

Results and discussion

Information about the final dataset

After cleaning and processing, the final dataset contained 1207 children – 406 for the English
reading assessment domain, 397 for the Kiswahili reading assessment domain, and 404 for the
numeracy/mathematics assessment domain.
The numbers of cases per assessment domain per district are shown in Table 6, Table 7, and Table
8 below.
More information about ConQuest can be found in Wu, M.L., R.J. Adams and M.R. Wilson (2015), ACER
Conquest Version 4.0, Australian Council for Educational Research, Camberwell, Victoria (see
http://acer.edu.au/conquest).
14 This ratio of cognitive variables to respondents was very high in the initial dataset because most individual
tasks had a number of cognitive variables associated with them. In particular, all timed EGRA tasks had one
cognitive variable for each letter/syllable/word that the child was required to read, and all timed EGMA tasks
had one cognitive variable for each number that the child was required to read or each sum that the child was
required to attempt. This structure for the cognitive data for EGRA/EGMA is what is applied in the databases
we have obtained from RTI, but the sample size that was required for this study could not support the
modelling of so many different variables.
13
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Table 6: Number of children by district in the English reading domain
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Gatanga

79

19.5

19.5

19.5

KajiadoCentral

91

22.4

22.4

41.9

Mwingi

83

20.4

20.4

62.3

NairobiNorth

75

18.5

18.5

80.8

Nakuru

78

19.2

19.2

100.0

406

100.0

100.0

Total

Table 7: Number of children by district in the Kiswahili reading domain
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Gatanga

80

20.2

20.2

20.2

KajiadoCentral

87

21.9

21.9

42.1

Mwingi

78

19.6

19.6

61.7

NairobiNorth

74

18.6

18.6

80.4

Nakuru

78

19.6

19.6

100.0

397

100.0

100.0

Total

Table 8: Number of children by district in the numeracy/mathematics domain
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Gatanga

78

19.3

19.3

19.3

KajiadoCentral

91

22.5

22.5

41.8

Mwingi

81

20.0

20.0

61.9

NairobiNorth

76

18.8

18.8

80.7

Nakuru

78

19.3

19.3

100.0

404

100.0

100.0

Total
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Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo and core
EGRA/EGMA

In this analysis the Uwezo tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks were treated as two dimensions in
ConQuest.
In the results discussion below, two panels from ConQuest outputs are presented.

The panel entitled ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ gives the values of the
correlation and covariance between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA.

The panel entitled ‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ gives the reliability of the measurement of
performance for each of Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA. For each of the two tests, the ‘WLE Person
separation reliability’ represents the measurement reliability if children were only tested with that
particular test, and the ‘EAP/PV reliability’ represents the measurement reliability if, using the
correlation between the two scales, information is drawn from both of the tests administered to
each of the children.

English reading

Figure 1 shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the two-dimensional analysis for
this domain. For a general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to the text
immediately above.
Overall, Figure 1 shows:
•

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was 0.961. 15 This high
correlation indicates that the two tests are measuring the same construct or very similar
constructs.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.653, and the reliability
(WLE Person separation reliability) of core EGRA was 0.697. These values indicate that
respectively, the two tests can explain 65.3% and 69.7% of the variation in children’s
performance. The reliabilities obtained from the two-dimensional scaling (EA/PV
reliability) are 0.878 for Uwezo, and 0.881 for core EGRA, indicating that when using the
correlation between the two scales to draw information from both of the tests, each test can
explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 16

This is an estimate of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error.
For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
15
16

15

Figure 1: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo and core EGRA in the English reading
domain

16

Kiswahili reading

Figure 2 shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel, and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the two-dimensional analysis for
this domain. For a general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to page 15
above (directly under the heading

Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA).
Overall, Figure 2 shows:
•

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was 0.977. 17 This high
correlation indicates that the two tests are measuring the same construct or very similar
constructs.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.353, and the reliability
(WLE Person separation reliability) of core EGRA was 0.651. These values indicate that
respectively, the two tests can explain 35.3% and 65.1% of the variation in children’s
performance. The low reliability of Uwezo is a result of the fact that this test is not well
targeted to the sample of children, because the items are too easy. The item map in Figure 3
below shows that all the Uwezo items are clustered at the lower end of the distribution of
children’s ability. The reliabilities obtained from the two-dimensional scaling (EA/PV
reliability) are 0.851 for Uwezo, and 0.865 for core EGRA, indicating that when using the
correlation between the two scales to draw information from both of the tests, each test can
explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 18

This is an estimate of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error.
For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
17
18
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Figure 2: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo and core EGRA in the Kiswahili reading
domain
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Figure 3: Item map for Uwezo Kiswahili reading in two-dimensional analysis
19

Numeracy/mathematics

Figure 4 shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the two-dimensional analysis for
this domain. For a general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to page 15
above (directly under the heading

Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA).
Overall, Figure 4 shows:
•

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGMA was 0.954. 19 This high
correlation indicates that the two tests are measuring the same construct or very similar
constructs.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.000, and the reliability
(WLE Person separation reliability) of core EGMA was 0.870. These values indicate that
respectively, the two tests can explain 0.0% and 87.0% of the variation in children’s
performance. The very low reliability of Uwezo is a result of the fact that this test is not well
targeted to the sample of children, because the items are too easy. The item map in Figure 5
below shows that all the Uwezo items are clustered at the lower end of the distribution of
children’s ability. The reliabilities obtained from the two-dimensional scaling (EA/PV
reliability) are 0.854 for Uwezo, and 0.922 for core EGMA, indicating that when using the
correlation between the two scales to draw information from both of the tests, each test can
explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 20

This is an estimate of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error.
For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
19
20
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Figure 4: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo and core EGMA in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 5: Item map for Uwezo numeracy/mathematics in two-dimensional analysis
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Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo, core
EGRA/EGMA and the exploratory tasks

In this analysis the Uwezo tasks, the core EGRA/EGMA tasks and the exploratory tasks were treated
as three dimensions in ConQuest.
In the results discussion below, two panels from ConQuest outputs are presented.

The panel entitled ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ gives the values of the
correlation and covariance between performance on Uwezo, core EGRA/EGMA and the exploratory
tasks.
The panel entitled ‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ gives the reliability of the measurement of
performance for each of Uwezo, core EGRA/EGMA and the exploratory tasks. For each of the two
tests, the ‘WLE Person separation reliability’ represents the measurement reliability if children
were only tested with that particular test, and the ‘EAP/PV reliability’ represents the measurement
reliability if, using the correlations between the three scales, information is drawn from all three of
the tests administered to each of the children.

English reading

Figure 6 shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the three-dimensional analysis for
this domain. For a general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to the text
immediately above.
Overall, Figure 6 shows:
•

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGRA was 0.945, between
performance on EGRA and the exploratory tasks was 0.952, and between performance on
Uwezo and the exploratory tasks was 0.899. 21 The correlations between performance on
Uwezo and core EGRA and between performance on core EGRA and the exploratory tasks
are high, indicating that these tests are measuring the same construct or very similar
constructs. The correlation between Uwezo and the exploratory tasks is at the lower end of
latent correlations between constructs that are normally aggregated. This lower correlation
suggests that the exploratory tasks are measuring something that is not captured in
Uwezo’s measurement construct.
The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.653, the reliability (WLE
Person separation reliability) of core EGRA was 0.697, and the reliability (WLE Person
separation reliability) of the exploratory tasks was 0.910. These values indicate that
respectively, the three tests can explain 65.3%, 69.7%, and 91.0% of the variation in
children’s performance. The very high reliability of the exploratory tasks is due to the

These are estimates of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error. The value for
the correlation between Uwezo and core EGRA is slightly different in this three-dimensional model to the
corresponding value in the two-dimensional model because the inclusion of the exploratory tasks in the
model improves the estimation of the posterior distributions for the Uwezo and core EGRA results.

21
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relatively high number of variables associated with these tasks. The reliabilities obtained
from the three-dimensional scaling (EA/PV reliability) are 0.872 for Uwezo, 0.910 for core
EGRA, and 0.913 for the exploratory tasks, indicating that when using the correlations
between the three scales to draw information from all three of the tests, each test can
explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 22

Figure 6: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo, Core EGRA and exploratory tasks in the
English reading domain

For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
22
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Kiswahili reading

Figure 7 below shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the analysis for this domain. For a
general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to page 23 above (directly under
the heading Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo, core EGRA/EGMA and the
exploratory tasks).
Overall, Figure 7 shows:
•

•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and on core EGRA was 0.942, between
performance on EGRA and the exploratory tasks was 0.942, and between performance on
Uwezo and the exploratory tasks was 0.900. 23 The correlations between performance on
Uwezo and core EGRA and between performance on core EGRA and the exploratory tasks
are high, indicating that these tests are measuring the same construct or very similar
constructs. The correlation between Uwezo and the exploratory tasks is at the lower end of
latent correlations between constructs that are normally aggregated. This lower correlation
suggests that the exploratory tasks are measuring something that is not captured in
Uwezo’s measurement construct.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.537, the reliability (WLE
Person separation reliability) of core EGRA was 0.651, and the reliability of the exploratory
tasks (WLE Person separation reliability) was 0.887. These values indicate that
respectively, the three tests can explain 53.7%, 65.1% and 88.7% of the variation in
children’s performance. The very high reliability of the exploratory tasks is due to the
relatively high number of variables associated with these tasks. The reliabilities obtained
from the three-dimensional scaling (EA/PV reliability) are 0.857 for Uwezo, 0.897 for core
EGRA, and 0.922 for the exploratory tasks, indicating that when using the correlations
between the three scales to draw information from all three of the tests, each test can
explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 24

These are estimates of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error. The value for
the correlation between Uwezo and core EGRA is slightly different in this three-dimensional model to the
corresponding value in the two-dimensional model because the inclusion of the exploratory tasks in the
model improves the estimation of the posterior distributions for the Uwezo and core EGRA results.
24 For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
23
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Figure 7: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo, core EGRA and exploratory tasks in the
Kiswahili reading domain

Numeracy/mathematics

Figure 8 shows the ‘CONDITIONAL COVARIANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX’ panel and the
‘RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS’ panel from the ConQuest output of the analysis for this domain. For a
general explanation of what is shown in these three panels, refer to page 23 above (directly under
the heading Relationship between children’s performance on Uwezo, core EGRA/EGMA and the
exploratory tasks).
Overall, Figure 8 shows:
•

The correlation between performance on Uwezo and core EGMA was 0.893, between
performance on EGMA and the exploratory tasks was 0.879, and between performance on
Uwezo and the exploratory tasks was 0.856. 25 All these correlations are at the lower end of

These are estimates of the latent correlation, adjusted for the impact of measurement error. The value for
the correlation between Uwezo and core EGMA is slightly different in this three-dimensional model to the
corresponding value in the two-dimensional model because the inclusion of the exploratory tasks in the
model improves the estimation of the posterior distributions for the Uwezo and core EGMA results.

25
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•

latent correlations between constructs that are normally aggregated. These lower
correlations suggest that the all three tests are measuring slightly different constructs.

The reliability (WLE Person separation reliability) of Uwezo was 0.000, the reliability (WLE
Person separation reliability) of core EGMA was 0.870, and the reliability (WLE Person
separation reliability) of the exploratory tasks was 0.743. These values indicate that
respectively, the three tests can explain 0.0%, 87.0%, and 74.3% of the variation in
children’s performance. As discussed in the subsection about the reliability of the Uwezo
maths test in the two-dimensional model (see page 20 above), the very low reliability of this
test is due to the fact that this test is not well targeted, because the items are too easy. The
reliabilities obtained from the three-dimensional scaling (EA/PV reliability) are 0.809 for
Uwezo, 0.931 for core EGMA, and 0.874 for the exploratory tasks, indicating that when
using the correlations between the three scales to draw information from all three of the
tests, each test can explain a higher percentage of the variation in children’s performance. 26

Figure 8: Correlation and reliability for Uwezo, core EGMA and exploratory tasks in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

For a discussion of this interpretation of reliability, see Adams, R.J. (2005) Reliability as a Measurement
Design Effect. Studies in Educational Evaluation, 31, 162-172.
26
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The association between background variables and variations in
children’s performance on Uwezo and core EGRA/EGMA

In this analysis the Uwezo tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks were treated as two dimensions in
ConQuest. Children’s performance was regressed on gender and location. There were three values
for the location variable: urban, rural-agricultural and arid/semi-arid. 27

For the purposes of the regression analysis, two contrast variables were created:
•

•

location_ru contrasted performance in the rural-agricultural context with performance in
the urban and arid/semi-arid contexts taken together
location_ar contrasted performance in the arid/semi-arid context with performance in the
urban and rural-agricultural contexts taken together.

English reading

Table 9 gives the regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect sizes for each of the
background variables on which performance in the English reading domain was regressed.

The regression coefficients and standard errors show that, for each of the three regression
variables, there is no statistically significant difference in the extent to which the variable is
associated with variations in performance on Uwezo compared to the extent to which it is
associated with variations in performance on core EGRA.
This is also borne out by the similar small to moderate effect sizes for each background variable
across the two tests. 28
Table 9: Regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect size of the background
variable on performance for the English reading domain

gender
location_ru
location_ar

Core EGRA
Regression SE
coefficient
0.311
0.314
-0.27
0.430
0.403
0.345

Effect size
0.116
-0.101
0.151

Uwezo
Regression SE
coefficient
0.357
0.397
0.216
0.541
0.278
0.435

Effect size
0.119
0.072
0.093

Children tested in Nairobi North and Nakuru districts were classified as ‘urban’ in the location variable,
children tested in Gatanga district were classified as ‘rural-agricultural’, and children tested in Kajiado Central
and Mwingi districts were classified as ‘arid/semi-arid’.
28 Note that the regression coefficient and effect size have different signs for different values of the variable
location_ru across the two tests. This indicates that in the case of Uwezo, children in the rural-agricultural
context perform better than children in the other two contexts taken together, but in the case of core EGRA,
children in the rural-agricultural context perform worse than children in the other two contexts taken
together. If this result was a feature of a similar study involving larger sample sizes, then it would be worth
exploring further.
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Kiswahili reading

Table 10 gives the regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect sizes for each of the
background variables on which performance in the Kiswahili reading domain was regressed.

The regression coefficients and standard errors show that, for each of the three regression
variables, there is no statistically significant difference in the extent to which the variable is
associated with variations in performance on Uwezo compared to the extent to which it is
associated with variations in performance on core EGRA.
This is also borne out by the similar small effect sizes for each background variable across the two
tests.

Table 10: Regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect size of the background
variable on performance for the Kiswahili reading domain

gender
location_ru
location_ar

Regression
coefficient
-0.026
-0.083
0.011

Core EGRA
SE

Effect size

0.184
0.370
0.384

-0.011
-0.035
0.005

Numeracy/mathematics

Regression
coefficient
0.038
-0.124
0.090

Uwezo
SE

Effect size

0.308
0.627
0.513

0.016
-0.051
0.037

Table 11 gives the regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect sizes for each of the
background variables on which performance in the numeracy/mathematics domain was regressed.

The regression coefficients and standard errors show that, for each of the three regression
variables, there is no statistically significant difference in the extent to which the variable is
associated with variations in performance on Uwezo compared to the extent to which it is
associated with variations in performance on core EGMA.
This is also borne out by the similar small to moderate effect sizes for each background variable
across the two tests.
Table 11: Regression coefficients, their standard errors, and the effect size of the background
variable on performance for the numeracy/mathematics domain

gender
location_ru
location_ar

Regression
coefficient
0.051
-0.291
0.705

Core EGRA
SE

Effect size

0.201
0.277
0.225

0.026
-0.150
0.363
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Regression
coefficient
0.115
-0.547
1.227

Uwezo
SE

Effect size

0.415
0.550
0.481

0.044
-0.207
0.465

What the data reveal about Uwezo’s practice of giving children
choice in tasks

For the Uwezo tasks in which children are asked to choose a subset of elements to attempt,
information about which elements each child chose was collected at the time of test administration.

Analysis of patterns in choice at the level of the respondent is beyond the scope of this study, but
some bar charts were prepared so that the proportions of children who chose to attempt different
elements of each task could be inspected as the first step in exploring any patterns in choice.

The bar charts for each task are given in Appendix 2: Bar charts showing choice proportions for the
Uwezo tasks, with a small amount of discussion.

Inspection of the charts suggests that further analysis could be directed towards investigating
whether children’s choice patterns are determined by the position of the elements within the task.

Uwezo’s current practice of giving children choice and comparing performance using aggregated
task scores produces results of questionable validity, since if children do not choose to attempt the
same elements, they are not actually completing the same ‘task’. The bar charts and discussion in
Appendix 2: Bar charts showing choice proportions for the Uwezo tasks are provided for the Uwezo
test developers so that they can consider whether it is worth further exploring patterns in choice. If
further analysis did suggest that patterns in choice are determined by the position of elements in
the task, then the Uwezo test developers might consider whether the value in offering choice is
worth the compromise to the validity of comparisons that it entails, when many children tend to
make the same choices anyway.

Conclusion

The concurrent validity study explored:
•

•
•

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks and the core
EGRA/EGMA tasks;

the relationship between children’s performance on the Uwezo tasks, the core EGRA/EGMA
tasks and the exploratory tasks; and,

the association between background variables and variations in performance on the Uwezo
tasks and the core EGRA/EGMA tasks.

Some initial investigation of what the data reveal about Uwezo’s practice of giving children choice
in tasks was also conducted.
The relationship between performance on Uwezo tasks and core EGRA/EGMA tasks

With respect to correlation, the analysis showed that the correlation between these two tests is
high, indicating that they are measuring the same construct or very similar constructs. The
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correlations were particularly high in the case of the English reading domain and the Kiswahili
reading domain, and the correlation in the numeracy/mathematics domain was slightly lower.

With respect to reliability, which can be understood as the extent to which a test can explain
variations in the performance of respondents, the core EGRA/EGMA tests were found to be more
reliable than the Uwezo tests across all three domains. In the case of the Kiswahili reading domain
and the numeracy/mathematics domain, low reliabilities for Uwezo were linked to the fact that the
test was not well targeted to the children, because the items were too easy.
The relationship between performance on Uwezo tasks, core EGRA/EGMA tasks and
exploratory tasks

With respect to correlation, the analysis showed that in the English reading domain and the
Kiswahili reading domain, correlations between Uwezo and core EGRA and between core EGRA and
the exploratory tasks were high, indicating that these tests are measuring the same construct or
very similar constructs. In contrast, correlations between performance on Uwezo and the
exploratory tasks were towards the lower end for latent correlations between constructs that are
normally aggregated, suggesting that the exploratory tasks were measuring something that is not
measured by Uwezo. Uwezo predominantly tests skills in letter and word recognition and fluency,
with a small amount of comprehension. This is a constrained definition of the construct of
foundational reading ability. In addition, the IRT analysis showed that the Uwezo test was not well
targeted, being too easy for many of the children in the sample. The test’s inability to capture
information about the full range of children’s proficiency is a further indication of the narrow focus
of the construct. In contrast, the exploratory reading tasks test word- and sentence-level
comprehension, listening comprehension, and reading comprehension unconnected to fluency – all
skill areas not tested by Uwezo but considered by ACER to be essential in a test that aims to
measure foundational reading ability. The fact that the correlation between performance on Uwezo
and on the exploratory tasks was lower suggests that performance on Uwezo should only be
interpreted with reference to a constrained definition of foundational reading ability that includes
only the skill areas that it tests. In other words, performance on Uwezo should not be taken to
reflect children’s foundational reading ability if a broader understanding of this ability is adopted.
In the numeracy/mathematics domain, the correlations between all three of Uwezo, core EGMA and
the exploratory tasks were towards the lower end for latent correlations between constructs that
are normally aggregated, suggesting that all three are measuring slightly different constructs.
Uwezo tests only skills in the ‘number’ area of mathematics. This is a constrained definition of the
construct of foundational mathematics ability. In addition, the IRT analysis showed that the Uwezo
test was not well targeted, being too easy for many of the children in the sample. The test’s inability
to capture information about the full range of children’s proficiency is a further indication of the
narrow focus of the construct. In contrast, the exploratory mathematics tasks tested more ‘number’
skills than Uwezo tests, and also some skills in areas other than the ‘number’ area. Additional
‘number’ skills and skills in areas beyond the ‘number’ area were included to construct a test that
measures foundational mathematics ability according to a broader understanding of what this
ability entails. The lower correlation between performance on Uwezo and on the exploratory tasks
suggests that performance on Uwezo should only be interpreted with reference to a constrained
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definition of foundational mathematics ability that includes only the skills in the ‘number’ area that
it tests. In other words, performance on Uwezo should not be taken to reflect children’s
foundational mathematics ability if a broader understanding of this ability is adopted.

With respect to reliability, which can be understood as the extent to which a test can explain
variations in the performance of respondents, the core EGRA/EGMA tests and the exploratory tasks
were found to be more reliable than the Uwezo tests across all three domains. As mentioned above,
in the case of the Kiswahili reading domain and the numeracy/mathematics domain, low
reliabilities for Uwezo were linked to the fact that the test was not well targeted to the children,
because the items were too easy.

The association between background variables and variations in performance on Uwezo
tasks and core EGRA/EGMA tasks
In this analysis children’s performance was regressed on gender and location. Two contrast
variables were created for location:
•

•

location_ru contrasted performance of children in the rural-agricultural context with
performance of children in the urban and arid/semi-arid contexts taken together

location_ar contrasted performance of children in the arid/semi-arid context with
performance of children in the urban and rural-agricultural contexts taken together.

The analysis showed that across all three domains, there is no statistically significant difference
between the extent to which gender or either of the two location contrast variables is associated
with variations in performance on Uwezo and the extent to which the same variable is associated
with variations in performance on core EGRA/EGMA.
Uwezo’s practice of giving children choice in tasks

This analysis showed some clear patterns in the proportion of children who are administered a task
and choose to attempt particular elements within the task. These patterns often suggested that
children’s choices are determined by the position of elements within the tasks. This analysis was at
the aggregate level, and further analysis of choice patterns at the level of the respondent is
recommended. Further analysis would enable Uwezo to consider whether, if children mostly tend
to follow the same choice patterns, the value in offering choice is worth the compromise to the
validity of comparisons that it entails.
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The inter-rater reliability study
Method

Instrumentation

Complete test forms 1 and 2 for all three assessment domains (ie English reading, Kiswahili reading
and numeracy/mathematics) from the 2013 administration of Uwezo were used in the inter-rater
reliability study.

Implementation

Overall implementation approach

The inter-rater reliability study was conducted in January 2015 and had two stages.

Stage 1 – Recording responses: In two schools, children were recorded responding to the Uwezo
tasks.

Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection: The video of children responding to the Uwezo
tasks was shown to a group of Uwezo volunteers and one expert rater, and they were asked to score
the responses independently.

Note that this design did not investigate whether the whole test experience produces a valid and
reliable measure. Instead, it compared the raters’ interpretations of children’s responses in a
context that is outside the standard Uwezo administration context.

Video recording has been widely used in studies of the inter-rater reliability of observational
assessments in the health and developmental sciences. In the context of the Uwezo inter-rater
reliability study, alternatives to the two-stage video option were in-the-field options involving
either test-retest (ie where the assessment is administered to the same sample of children on two
separate occasions) or simultaneous scoring (ie where the assessment is administered to a sample
of children and two or more test administrators score each child simultaneously).
ACER proposed the two-stage video option rather than one of the two in-the-field options because:
•

•

it is more cost-efficient and time-efficient – all test administrators do not have to travel to
one or more EAs to administer the assessment
it is free from the risks that accompany the in-the-field options, ie:
-

in the case of a test-retest option, there is the risk that children will do better in the
retest because of the practice effect, and there is the risk that it will be difficult to
find and match the same children for the retest;
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•
•

in the case of the simultaneous scoring option, there is a risk that the test
administrators will influence one another’s decisions

for each response, it will yield scores from as many raters as are involved in Stage 2, which
opens up more possibilities for analysis
it will produce a resource – the final video – that could be used in later Uwezo training.

Sampling

The sample of children for Stage 1 – Recording responses was a convenience sample of children
drawn from across all grades at two primary schools in Nairobi. The aim was to obtain
approximately 450 recorded responses for the English reading and Kiswahili reading assessment
domains, and 500 recorded responses for the numeracy/mathematics assessment domain. 29

Preparation of materials for the study

The test materials and other materials for the study were put together by ACER.

The test materials for Stage 1 – Recording responses consisted of prompt text and stimulus
booklets. The prompt text was the standardised scripts that the test administrators read to
introduce the assessment to the children and to deliver instructions for each task. The stimulus
booklets contained the material to which the children referred while completing the tasks.

Materials for Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection consisted of simple data collection
sheets in which the raters recorded the scores they assigned to the recorded responses.
Brief scoring notes for Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection were also prepared.

Test materials and other materials for the study were printed by Qdata Enterprises.

Selection of Uwezo volunteers

For Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection, 20 Uwezo volunteers from across ten
different districts were nominated by the Uwezo regional office, with two volunteers nominated per
district. The districts from which volunteers were nominated are within counties with different
contexts, according to Uwezo’s county classification method. 30

Table 12 below shows the counties and their contexts, and the district within each county from
which Uwezo volunteers were nominated.
A higher number of responses overall was collected for the numeracy/mathematics assessment domain
because the test for this domain has a total of seven tasks, whereas the tests for the English reading and
Kiswahili reading assessments domains have a total of six tasks.
30 Uwezo distinguishes between six county contexts across Kenya: core arid, arid/semi-arid, core urban, with
large cities, rural-agricultural (east of Rift Valley) and rural-agricultural (west of Rift Valley).
29
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Table 12: Counties, their contexts, and the districts selected for the concurrent validity study
County

Context of county

District(s) from which
volunteers were nominated

Baringo

arid/semi-arid

Koibatek

Kajiado

arid/semi-arid

Kajiado North

Embu

Kiambu

Machakos
Nairobi
Nakuru

rural-agricultural (east of Rift
Valley)
rural-agricultural (east of Rift
Valley)
rural-agricultural (east of Rift
Valley)
core urban

with large cities

Embu

Kikuyu

Machakos, Mwala, Yatta

Nairobi North, Westlands
Naivasha

Volunteers from districts in counties in the core arid and rural-agricultural (west of Rift Valley)
contexts were not nominated because of the costs and time frames associated with travelling from
these more remote counties to Nairobi.
All Uwezo volunteers had all been trained according to the standard Uwezo training model and
involved in at least one full administration of Uwezo. None of them had been part of the concurrent
validity study.
In addition to nominating 20 volunteers, the Uwezo regional office also nominated one expert rater.

Before the commencement of Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection, the 20 volunteers
received a brief refresher in Uwezo scoring. This refresher was delivered by the expert rater.

Study administration

In Stage 1 – Recording responses, personnel from Qdata Enterprises who had been involved as
supervisors in the concurrent validity study visited the two schools with a video crew and recorded
children giving their responses to the Uwezo tasks. Note that children were not scored during this
stage, so no data collection was required.

The administration of the Uwezo tasks followed the same process as used in the concurrent validity
study, in that it began with the easiest task and progressed through the tasks in order of increasing
difficulty, and if a child was not able to correctly answer two consecutive tasks, then the remainder
of the tasks were not administered. 31

The order of administration for the English reading tasks was Letters, Words, Paragraph, Story, Q1
Comprehension, Q2 Comprehension. For the Kiswahili reading tasks it was Syllables, Words, Paragraph,
31
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In Stage 2 – Inter-rater reliability data collection, the 20 Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater
watched the edited and collated video of children’s responses and independently scored each
response. This stage lasted three days, with one day for each of the three assessment domains.

Data entry, data cleaning and initial processing

Data from the concurrent validity study were entered into Excel-based data entry files developed
by ACER. The data entry personnel were sourced by Qdata Enterprises.

Data analysis

Data were analysed by ACER in SPSS. Various statistical methods were employed.
The analysis investigated:
•

•

•

the extent to which there was agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses
by the group of 20 Uwezo volunteers (using a computed variable Pr_Agree, which, for each
recorded response, represents the proportion of the group of Uwezo volunteers that
assigned the same score to the response);

the extent to which there was agreement between the scores assigned to the recorded
responses by the group of Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater (using a computed
variable Pr_Agree_w_Ex, which, for each recorded response, represents the proportion of
the group of Uwezo volunteers that assigned the same score to the response as the score
assigned by the expert rater);
how the agreement between scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert varied
with the volunteers’ context (using the computed variables Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR,
Pr_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR, which, for each recorded response, represent
the proportion of the Uwezo volunteers from the urban, rural-agricultural and arid/semiarid contexts respectively that assigned the same score to the response as the score
assigned by the expert rater).

Story, Q1 Comprehension, Q2 Comprehension. For the numeracy/mathematics task, it was Count and match,
Number recognition 10-99, Which is greater, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division.
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Results and discussion

Information about the final dataset

The final dataset for the English reading domain contained data for 458 recorded responses. The
breakdown of these recorded responses by task is given in Table 13 below.
Table 13: Number of recorded responses by task in the final English reading dataset

Form1_Letters

Frequency
40

Percent
8.7

Valid
Percent
8.7

Cumulative
Percent
8.7

Form1_Words

40

8.7

8.7

17.5

Form1_Paragraph

38

8.3

8.3

25.8

Form1_Story

35

7.6

7.6

33.4

Form1_Q1 Comp

31

6.8

6.8

40.2

Form1_Q2 Comp

30

6.6

6.6

46.7

Form2_Letters

43

9.4

9.4

56.1

Form2_Words

43

9.4

9.4

65.5

Form2_Paragraph

43

9.4

9.4

74.9

Form2_Story

39

8.5

8.5

83.4

Form2_Q1 Comp

38

8.3

8.3

91.7

Form2_Q2 Comp

38

8.3

8.3

100.0

458

100.0

100.0

Total

This corresponded to a total number of scores assigned of 20*458=9160. 32

The final dataset for the Kiswahili reading domain contained data for 446 recorded responses. The
breakdown of these recorded responses by task is given in Table 14 below.

One of the Uwezo volunteers arrived half-way through the day on which English reading responses were
being scored, so his data were removed for the purposes of analysis. This left 19 volunteers + expert rater =
20 in total.
32
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Table 14: Number of recorded responses by task in the final Kiswahili reading dataset

Frequency
40

Percent
9.0

Valid
Percent
9.0

Cumulative
Percent
9.0

Form1_Words

40

9.0

9.0

17.9

Form1_Paragraph

37

8.3

8.3

26.2

Form1_Story

31

7.0

7.0

33.2

Form1_Q1 Comp

30

6.7

6.7

39.9

Form1_Q2 Comp

30

6.7

6.7

46.6

Form2_Syllables

43

9.6

9.6

56.3

Form2_Words

43

9.6

9.6

65.9

Form2_Paragraph

43

9.6

9.6

75.6

Form2_Story

37

8.3

8.3

83.9

Form2_Q1 Comp

36

8.1

8.1

91.9

Form2_Q2 Comp

36

8.1

8.1

100.0

446

100.0

100.0

Form1_Syllables

Total

This corresponded to a total number of scores assigned of 21*446=9366.

The final dataset for the numeracy/mathematics domain contained data for 550 recorded
responses. The breakdown of these recorded responses by task is given in Table 15 below.
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Table 15: Number of recorded responses by task in the final numeracy/mathematics dataset

Frequency
42

Percent
7.6

Valid
Percent
7.6

Cumulative
Percent
7.6

Form1_Number
Recog 10-99

43

7.8

7.8

15.5

Form1_Which is
Greater

40

7.3

7.3

22.7

Form1_Addition

38

6.9

6.9

29.6

Form1_Subtraction

38

6.9

6.9

36.5

Form1_Multiplication

36

6.5

6.5

43.1

Form1_Division

35

6.4

6.4

49.5

Form2_Count and
Match

45

8.2

8.2

57.6

Form2_Number
Recog 10-99

43

7.8

7.8

65.5

Form2_Which is
Greater

43

7.8

7.8

73.3

Form2_Addition

41

7.5

7.5

80.7

Form2_Subtraction

38

6.9

6.9

87.6

Form2_Multiplication

35

6.4

6.4

94.0

Form2_Division

33

6.0

6.0

100.0

550

100.0

100.0

Form1_Count and
Match

Total

This corresponded to a total number of scores assigned of 21*550=11550.

Note that for all three domains the frequencies of recorded responses decrease across the tasks in a
test form because of the early termination rule that was applied during Stage 1 – Recording
responses.

Agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses by the
group of Uwezo volunteers
English reading

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across all volunteers (as represented by Pr_Agree, the proportion of volunteers
that assigned the same score to a response), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii)
the type of task. The analysis showed that:
•

•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by all volunteers;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by all volunteers; and,
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•

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by all volunteers.

Table 16 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the two test forms in the English
reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is no
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the two test forms. This
indicates that neither form is more challenging than the other for volunteers to score reliably.

Means > 0.9 correspond to high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer group
to all tasks within a particular form.
Table 16: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by test form in the English reading domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Total

Upper
Bound

1

214

0.9356

0.11704

0.008

0.9198

0.9513

2

244

0.9461

0.11197

0.00717

0.932

0.9602

458

0.9412

0.11436

0.00534

0.9307

0.9517

Table 17 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the six tasks in the English reading
domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is some statistically
significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the different task types. This indicates
that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score reliably. In particular, the
Story task and the Q2 Comp task are most challenging for volunteers to score reliably.

Though the results show that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score
reliably, the means of approximately 0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in
scores assigned within the volunteer group to the two versions of the task that appear in the two
test forms.
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Table 17: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by task type in the English reading domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Task

Upper
Bound

Letters

83

0.9575

0.12037

0.01321

0.9312

0.9838

Words

83

0.9841

0.05969

0.00655

0.9711

0.9972

Paragraph

81

0.9422

0.11787

0.0131

0.9161

0.9682

Story

74

0.8883

0.13066

0.01519

0.8581

0.9186

Q1 Comp

69

0.9672

0.06062

0.0073

0.9526

0.9818

Q2 Comp

68

0.8986

0.14126

0.01713

0.8644

0.9328

458

0.9412

0.11436

0.00534

0.9307

0.9517

Total

CONJECTURE
The Story task may be more challenging for volunteers to score reliably because the guidance
provided in manuals and training is not adequate in helping volunteers decide whether or not the
story has been read to a sufficient standard to earn a correct score.

The Comprehension Q2 task is the more inferential of the two comprehension questions, and can
therefore potentially elicit a wider range of responses from children. The fact that this task is more
challenging for volunteers to score reliably may be a sign that guidance provided in manuals and
training is not adequate in helping volunteers decided whether or not this second comprehension
question has been answered correctly. Perhaps providing volunteers with a general description of
what constitutes a correct response, and some examples of different correct responses, would be
helpful.

Distributions of Pr_Agree for the task types in the English reading domain are given in Figure 9 to
Figure 14 below. Note the higher percentages of lower values of Pr_Agree in the Story and Q2
Comp tasks, and the relatively low minimums of Pr_Agree, indicating that, as discussed above,
these tasks present particular challenges for reliable scoring by the volunteers. Note also that the
Letters task has a lower minimum Pr_Agree and a higher percentages of Pr_Agree at the lower end
of the distribution than the Words task. This suggests that the Letters task is more challenging for
volunteers to code reliably than the Words task.
CONJECTURE
Perhaps the Letters task is more challenging than the Words task for volunteers to code reliably
because of uncertainty about whether the children are expected to say the letter sounds or give the
letter names. Perhaps there is also uncertainty amongst volunteers about the correct letter sounds
in English.
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Figure 9: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Letters task in the English reading domain

Figure 10: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Words task in the English reading domain
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Figure 11: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Paragraph task in the English reading
domain

Figure 12: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Story task in the English reading domain
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Figure 13: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Q1 Comprehension task in the English
reading domain

Figure 14: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Q2 Comprehension task in the English
reading domain
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Kiswahili reading

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across all volunteers (as represented by Pr_Agree, the proportion of volunteers
that assigned the same score to a response), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii)
the type of task. The analysis showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by all volunteers;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by all volunteers; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by all volunteers.

Table 18 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the two test forms in the Kiswahili
reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is no
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the two test forms. This
indicates that neither form is more challenging than the other for volunteers to score reliably.

Means > 0.9 correspond to high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer group
to all tasks within a particular form.
Table 18: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by test form in the Kiswahili reading domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Total

Upper
Bound

1

208

0.9538

0.0956

0.00663

0.9408

0.9669

2

238

0.9685

0.07613

0.00493

0.9588

0.9782

446

0.9617

0.08598

0.00407

0.9537

0.9697

Table 19 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the six tasks in the Kiswahili reading
domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is some statistically
significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the different task types. This indicates
that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score reliably. In particular, the
Story task is the most challenging for volunteers to score reliably.

Note that, unlike in the English reading domain, the Q2 Comp task does not present particular
challenges for volunteers to score reliably.

Though the results show that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score
reliably, the means of approximately 0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in
scores assigned within the volunteer group to the two versions of the task that appear in the two
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test forms. Note that the means are all higher than they were in the English reading domain,
suggesting that in general the volunteers score Kiswahili reading tasks more reliably than English
reading tasks.
Table 19: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by task type in the Kiswahili reading domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Task

Upper
Bound

Syllables

83

0.9825

0.05321

0.00584

0.9709

0.9941

Words

83

0.9831

0.05017

0.00551

0.9722

0.9941

Paragraph

80

0.9581

0.08658

0.00968

0.9389

0.9774

Story

68

0.9096

0.13165

0.01597

0.8777

0.9414

Q1 Comp

66

0.9682

0.06542

0.00805

0.9521

0.9843

Q2 Comp

66

0.9598

0.0925

0.01139

0.9371

0.9826

446

0.9617

0.08598

0.00407

0.9537

0.9697

Total

CONJECTURE
The Story task may be more challenging for volunteers to score reliably because the guidance
provided in manuals and training is not adequate in helping volunteers decide whether or not the
story has been read to a sufficient standard to earn a correct score.

Distributions of Pr_Agree for the task types in the Kiswahili reading domain are given in Figure 15
to Figure 20 below. Note the higher percentages of lower values of Pr_Agree in the Story task, and
the relatively low minimum of Pr_Agree, indicating that, as discussed above, this task presents
particular challenges for reliable scoring by the volunteers. Note also that the distributions of
Pr_Agree for the Syllables and Words tasks are almost identical, indicating that, unlike in the case
of the English reading domain, neither of these two easiest tasks is more challenging than the other
for volunteers to score reliably.
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Figure 15: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Syllables task in the Kiswahili reading
domain

Figure 16: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Words task in the Kiswahili reading domain
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Figure 17: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Paragraph task in the Kiswahili reading
domain

Figure 18: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Story task in the Kiswahili reading domain
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Figure 19: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Q1 Comprehension task in the Kiswahili
reading domain

Figure 20: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Q2 Comprehension task in the Kiswahili
reading domain
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Numeracy/mathematics

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across all volunteers (as represented by Pr_Agree, the proportion of volunteers
that assigned the same score to a response), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii)
the type of task. The analysis showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by all volunteers;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by all volunteers; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by all volunteers.

Table 20 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the two test forms in the
numeracy/mathematics domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that
there is no statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the two test
forms. This indicates that neither form is more challenging than the other for volunteers to score
reliably.

Means > 0.9 correspond to high levels of agreement in scores assigned within the volunteer group
to all tasks within a particular form.
Table 20: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by test form in the numeracy/mathematics domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Total

Upper
Bound

1

272

0.9546

0.09345

0.00567

0.9434

0.9658

2

278

0.9576

0.08991

0.00539

0.9469

0.9682

550

0.9561

0.09161

0.00391

0.9484

0.9638

Table 21 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree for each of the seven tasks in the
numeracy/mathematics domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that
there is some statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree across the different
task types. This indicates that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score
reliably. Note, however, that in this domain the extent to which some tasks are more challenging
than others for volunteers to score reliably is less than it is in either of the other two domains. 33
This can be shown by calculating the standard deviation for the mean of Pr_Agree for all tasks. For the
English reading domain, this value is 0.038424. For the Kiswahili reading domain, this value is 0.027021. For
the numeracy/mathematics domain, this value is 0.016759.
33
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Though the results show that some tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to score
reliably, the means of approximately 0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in
scores assigned within the volunteer group to the two versions of the task that appear in the two
test forms. Note that the means are all higher in the numeracy/mathematics domain than they are
in the other two domains, indicating that in general the volunteers score numeracy/mathematics
tasks more reliably than they score English reading tasks or Kiswahili reading tasks.
Table 21: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree by task type in the numeracy/mathematics domain
Pr_Agree
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Count and
Match
Number
Recog 10-99
Which is
Greater
Task

Upper
Bound

87

0.9833

0.0363

0.00389

0.9756

0.9911

86

0.968

0.09546

0.01029

0.9476

0.9885

83

0.953

0.09414

0.01033

0.9325

0.9736

Addition

79

0.9532

0.10264

0.01155

0.9302

0.9762

Subtraction

76

0.9441

0.11164

0.01281

0.9186

0.9696

Multiplication

71

0.9521

0.0772

0.00916

0.9338

0.9704

Division

68

0.9309

0.10112

0.01226

0.9064

0.9554

550

0.9561

0.09161

0.00391

0.9484

0.9638

Total

Distributions of Pr_Agree for the task types in the numeracy/mathematics domain are given in
Figure 21 to Figure 27 below. Note that across all tasks, the distributions of Pr_Agree are more
similar than they were for the English reading domain or the Kiswahili reading domain, indicating
that, as discussed above, though particular tasks are more challenging than others for volunteers to
code reliably, the variation in how challenging the tasks are to score is less in this domain than it is
in either of the other two domains.
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Figure 21: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Count and Match task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 22: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Number Recognition 10-99 task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 23: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Which is Greater task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 24: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Addition task in the numeracy/mathematics
domain
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Figure 25: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Subtraction task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 26: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Multiplication task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 27: Distribution of Pr_Agree for the Division task in the numeracy/mathematics
domain

Agreement between the scores assigned to the recorded responses
by the group of Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater

English reading

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned by volunteers and by the expert rater (as represented by Pr_Agree_w_Ex, the
proportion of volunteers that assigned the same score to a response as the score assigned by the
expert rater), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis
showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by the volunteer group
and the expert rater;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by the volunteer group and the expert rater; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteer group and the expert rater.

Table 22 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the two test forms in the
English reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is no
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_Ex across the two test forms.
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This indicates that neither of two the forms is more likely to lead to more disagreement between
the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater.
Means > 0.9 correspond to high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group and
the expert rater to all tasks within a particular form.
Table 22: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by test form in the English reading domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Upper
Bound

1

214

0.9198

0.1705

0.01166

0.8968

0.9428

2

244

0.9256

0.17561

0.01124

0.9034

0.9477

458

0.9229

0.17308

0.00809

0.907

0.9388

Total

Table 23 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the six tasks in the English
reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is some
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex across the different task
types. This suggests that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement between the
scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater. In particular, the
Story task and the Q2 Comp task are most likely to lead to this kind of disagreement.

Though the results show that some tasks are more likely to lead to disagreement in the scores
assigned to a response by a Uwezo volunteer and by the expert rater, the means of approximately
0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and the expert rater to the two versions of the task that appear in the two test forms.

Table 23: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by task type in the English reading domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Task

Upper
Bound

Letters

83

0.9436

0.17606

0.01932

0.9051

0.982

Words

83

0.9677

0.13945

0.01531

0.9372

0.9981

Paragraph

81

0.924

0.17575

0.01953

0.8851

0.9628

Story

74

0.8642

0.18846

0.02191

0.8205

0.9078

Q1 Comp

69

0.9489

0.14385

0.01732

0.9143

0.9834

Q2 Comp

68

0.8793

0.19119

0.02319

0.833

0.9255

458

0.9229

0.17308

0.00809

0.907

0.9388

Total
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Distributions of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the task types in the English reading domain are given in Figure
28 to Figure 33 below. Note the higher percentages of lower values of Pr_Agree_w_Ex in the Story
and Q2 Comp tasks, indicating that, as discussed above, these tasks are more likely to give rise to
disagreement in the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert
rater. Note also that many of the tasks have very low minimum values of Pr_Agree_w_Ex. In some
cases these may in fact be instances where the expert rater has a scored a response incorrectly.

Figure 28: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Letters task in the English reading
domain
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Figure 29: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Words task in the English reading
domain

Figure 30: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Paragraph task in the English reading
domain
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Figure 31: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Story task in the English reading
domain

Figure 32: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Q1 Comprehension task in the English
reading domain
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Figure 33: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Q2 Comprehension task in the English
reading domain

Kiswahili reading

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned by volunteers and by the expert rater (as represented by Pr_Agree_w_Ex, the
proportion of volunteers that assigned the same score to a response as the score assigned by the
expert rater), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis
showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by volunteers and by the
expert rater;
the test form did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by volunteers and by the expert rater; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteers and by the expert rater.

Table 24 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the two test forms in the
Kiswahili reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is a
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_Ex across the two test forms,
with test from 1 having the lower mean. This indicates that, for some reason, test from 1 is more
likely than test form 2 to lead to more disagreement between the scores assigned by a Uwezo
volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater.
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Though there is a statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex across
the two test forms, the means greater than 0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement
in scores assigned by the volunteer group and the expert rater to all tasks within a particular form.

Table 24: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by test form in the Kiswahili reading domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Upper
Bound

1

208

.9329

.16835

.01167

.9099

.9559

2

238

.9618

.10989

.00712

.9477

.9758

Total

446

.9483

.14079

.00667

.9352

.9614

Table 25 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the six tasks in the Kiswahili
reading domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that there is some
statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex across the different task
types. This suggests that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement between the
scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater. In particular, the
Story task is the most likely to lead to this kind of disagreement.

Though the results show that some tasks are more likely to lead to disagreement in the scores
assigned to a response by a Uwezo volunteer and by the expert rater, the means of approximately
0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and the expert rater to the two versions of the task that appear in the two test forms. Note that the
means are all higher than they were in the English reading domain, suggesting that in general the
Kiswahili reading tasks are less likely than the English reading tasks to lead to disagreement in
scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and scores assigned by the expert rater.
Table 25: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by task type in the Kiswahili reading domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Task

Upper
Bound

Syllables

83

.9675

.13285

.01458

.9385

.9965

Words

83

.9831

.05017

.00551

.9722

.9941

Paragraph

80

.9394

.15664

.01751

.9045

.9742

Story

68

.8904

.18126

.02198

.8466

.9343

Q1 Comp

66

.9394

.17943

.02209

.8953

.9835

66

.9598

.09250

.01139

.9371

.9826

446

.9483

.14079

.00667

.9352

.9614

Q2 Comp
Total
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Distributions of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the task types in the Kiswahili reading domain are given in
Figure 34 to Figure 39 below. Note the higher percentages of lower values of Pr_Agree_w_Ex in the
Story task, indicating that, as discussed above, this task is more likely to give rise to disagreement in
the score assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the score assigned by the expert rater. Note also that
many of the tasks have very low minimum values of Pr_Agree_w_Ex. In some cases these may in
fact be instances where the expert rater has a scored a response incorrectly.

Figure 34: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Syllables task in the Kiswahili reading
domain
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Figure 35: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Words task in the Kiswahili reading
domain

Figure 36: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Paragraph task in the Kiswahili
reading domain
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Figure 37: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Story task in the Kiswahili reading
domain

Figure 38: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Q1 Comprehension task in the
Kiswahili reading domain
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Figure 39: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Q2 Comprehension task in the
Kiswahili reading domain

Numeracy/mathematics

Two-way ANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned by volunteers and by the expert rater (as represented by Pr_Agree_w_Ex, the
proportion of volunteers that assigned the same score to a response as the score assigned by the
expert rater), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis
showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by volunteers and by the
expert rater;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by volunteers and by the expert rater; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteers and by the expert rater.

Table 26 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the two test forms in the
numeracy/mathematics domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that
there is not a statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_Ex across the two
test forms, with test from 1 having the lower mean. This indicates that neither of two the forms is
more likely to lead to more disagreement between the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and
the scores assigned by the expert rater.
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Means > 0.9 correspond to high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group and
the expert rater to all tasks within a particular form.
Table 26: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by test form in the numeracy/mathematics
domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Form

Upper
Bound

1

272

.9086

.22416

.01359

.8819

.9354

2

278

.9221

.20010

.01200

.8985

.9457

Total

550

.9155

.21225

.00905

.8977

.9332

Table 27 shows descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex for each of the seven tasks in the
numeracy/mathematics domain. As was borne out by the two-way ANOVA, the table shows that
there is some statistically significant difference between the means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex across the
different task types. This suggests that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement
between the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater.

Though the results show that some tasks are more likely to lead to disagreement in the scores
assigned to a response by a Uwezo volunteer and by the expert rater, the means of approximately
0.9 show that overall there are high levels of agreement in scores assigned by the volunteer group
and by the expert rater to the two versions of the task that appear in the two test forms. Note that
the means are all lower than they were in the English reading domain and the Kiswahili reading
domain, suggesting that in general the numeracy/mathematics tasks are more likely than the
English reading tasks or the Kiswahili reading tasks to lead to disagreement in scores assigned by a
Uwezo volunteer and scores assigned by the expert rater. This is difficult to explain, since it would
be expected that whether or not a response is correct in the tasks in numeracy/mathematics
domain should be less ambiguous than it is in the other two domains, and the agreement within the
rater group in this domain was greater than it was for the other two domains.
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Table 27: Descriptive statistics for Pr_Agree_w_Ex by task type in the numeracy/mathematics
domain
Pr_Agree_w_Ex
N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Lower
Bound

Task

Upper
Bound

Count and
Match
Number
Recog 10-99
Which is
Greater
Addition

87

.9649

.13770

.01476

.9356

.9943

86

.9483

.16671

.01798

.9125

.9840

83

.9114

.21645

.02376

.8642

.9587

79

.9405

.14830

.01668

.9073

.9737

Subtraction

76

.8737

.27743

.03182

.8103

.9371

Multiplication

71

.9014

.22328

.02650

.8486

.9543

68

.8478

.27609

.03348

.7810

.9146

550

.9155

.21225

.00905

.8977

.9332

Division
Total

Distributions of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the task types in the numeracy/mathematics domain are given
in Figure 40 to Figure 46 below. Note the low minimum values of Pr_Agree_w_Ex across all tasks. In
some cases these may in fact be instances where the expert rater has scored a response incorrectly.

Figure 40: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Count and Match task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 41: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Number Recognition 10-99 task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 42: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Which is Greater task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 43: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Addition task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 44: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Subtraction task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Figure 45: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Multiplication task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain

Figure 46: Distribution of Pr_Agree_w_Ex for the Division task in the
numeracy/mathematics domain
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Agreement between scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert
depending on volunteer context
English reading

Two-way MANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across by volunteers in the three location contexts (as represented by
Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR, the proportion of volunteers
from the urban location context, the rural-agricultural location context and the arid/semi-arid
location context respectively that assigned the same score to a response as the score assigned by
the expert rater), and i) the test form in which a task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis
showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the
three location contexts;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the three location contexts; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteers in all three location contexts, but the level of
significance was similar across all three contexts.

This suggests that neither of two the forms is more likely to lead to more disagreement between the
scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer from a particular location context and the scores assigned by
the expert rater. It also suggests that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement
between the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater, but
the extent of this disagreement does not vary much across the three location contexts.
Means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR were high overall
across both form and task type, indicating high levels of agreement between the volunteer group
and the expert rater across the three volunteer location contexts.

Kiswahili reading

Two-way MANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across by volunteers in the three location contexts (as represented by
Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR), and i) the test form in which a
task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis showed that:
•

•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the
three location contexts;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the three location contexts; and,
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•

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteers in all three location contexts, but the level of
significance was similar across all three contexts.

The means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR were lower for
form 1 than form 2, indicating that for some reason, test form 1 is more likely than test form 2 to
lead to more disagreement between the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer from any of the three
contexts and the scores assigned by the expert rater.
The MANOVA also suggested that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement between
the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater, but the
extent of this disagreement does not vary much across the three location contexts.
Means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR were high overall
across both form and task type, indicating high levels of agreement between the volunteer group
and the expert rater across the three volunteer location contexts.

Numeracy/mathematics

Two-way MANOVA was conducted to explore the relationship between the level of agreement in
scores assigned across by volunteers in the three location contexts (as represented by
Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR), and i) the test form in which a
task appeared; and ii) the type of task. The analysis showed that:
•

•
•

the interaction between test form and type of task did not have a statistically significant
effect on the level of agreement in scores assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the
three location contexts;
the test form did not have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in scores
assigned to a response by volunteers in any of the three location contexts; and,

the type of task did have a statistically significant effect on the level of agreement in the
scores assigned to a response by volunteers in all three location contexts, but the level of
significance was similar across all three contexts.

This suggests that neither of two the forms is more likely to lead to more disagreement between the
scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer from a particular location context and the scores assigned by
the expert rater. It also suggests that some tasks are more likely to lead to more disagreement
between the scores assigned by a Uwezo volunteer and the scores assigned by the expert rater, but
the extent of this disagreement does not vary much across the three location contexts.

Means of Pr_Agree_w_Ex_UR, PR_Agree_w_Ex_RU, and Pr_Agree_w_Ex_AR were high overall
across both form and task type, indicating high levels of agreement between the volunteer group
and the expert rater across the three volunteer location contexts.
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Conclusion

The inter-rater reliability study explored:
•

•
•

the extent to which there was agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses
by the group of 20 Uwezo volunteers;

the extent to which there was agreement between the scores assigned to the recorded
responses by the group of Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater;

how the agreement between scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and the expert varied
with the volunteers’ location context.

The agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses by the group of Uwezo
volunteers

Overall, this analysis showed high levels of agreement in the scores assigned to recorded responses
by the group of Uwezo volunteers in all three domains.

In the English reading domain, neither of the two Uwezo test forms used in the study was found to
be more challenging for the Uwezo volunteers to score reliably. The different tasks in this domain
did present more or less of a challenge to reliable scoring. In particular, the levels of agreement
were lowest for the Story task and the Q2 Comprehension task. It was expected that different tasks
would be more or less challenging for Uwezo volunteers to score reliably. Higher reliability may be
achieved through the provision of more comprehensive scoring instructions and more practice and
training opportunities.

In the Kiswahili reading domain, neither of the two Uwezo test forms used in the study was found
to be more challenging for the Uwezo volunteers to score reliably. The different tasks in this
domain did present more or less of a challenge to reliable scoring. In particular, the levels of
agreement were lowest for the Story task. It was expected that different tasks would be more or
less challenging for Uwezo volunteers to score reliably. Higher reliability may be achieved through
the provision of more comprehensive scoring instructions and more practice and training
opportunities.
In the numeracy/mathematics domain, neither of the two Uwezo test forms used in the study was
found to be more challenging for the Uwezo volunteers to score reliably. The different tasks in this
domain did present more or less of a challenge to reliable scoring but in general volunteers scored
the numeracy/mathematics tasks more reliably than the tasks in the other two domains..
The agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses by the group of Uwezo
volunteers and the expert rater
Overall, this analysis showed high levels of agreement in the scores assigned to recorded responses
by the group of Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater in all three domains.
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In the English reading domain, neither of the two Uwezo test forms used in the study was found to
be more likely to lead to discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the expert
rater. Across all the tasks in this domain, it was the Story and Q2 Comprehension tasks that were
found to be more likely to lead to discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the
expert rater.

In the Kiswahili reading domain, one of the two test forms used in the study was found to be more
likely to lead to discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the expert rater.
Across all the tasks in this domain, it was the Story task that was found to be more likely to lead to
discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the expert rater.

In the numeracy/mathematics domain, neither of the two Uwezo test forms used in the study was
found to be more likely to lead to discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the
expert rater. Across all the tasks in this domain, different tasks proved more or less likely to lead to
discrepancies in scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the expert rater, but no task in
particular stood out as was the case in the other two domains.
In all three domains there were some lower than expected minimum levels of agreement between
the scores assigned by Uwezo volunteers and by the expert rater. In some cases these may have
been instances where the rater had assigned an incorrect code.

The agreement in the scores assigned to the recorded responses by groups of Uwezo
volunteers from different location contexts and the expert rater
In this analysis Uwezo volunteers were grouped according to location context into three groups:
urban, rural-agricultural and arid/semi-arid. This analysis showed that levels of agreement
between Uwezo volunteers and the expert rater were similar across all three volunteer location
context groups, indicating that volunteers from one particular location context are no more or less
likely to assign scores to responses that do not agree with the scores assigned by the expert rater.
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Appendix 1: Summary of further processing of
data from concurrent validity study
The aims of the further processing of data from the concurrent validity study were to:
•
•
•

reduce the overall number of variables, since the sample size required for this study was
not adequate for the modelling of so many different variables

eliminate variables for which the item statistics indicated high misfit, since items with high
misfit are not amenable to scaling
eliminate variables for which the item statistics indicated redundancy, since the variables
for these items do not contribute any unique information for the analysis.

These aims were achieved through combining variables in the initial dataset to make aggregate
variables in the final dataset. Eliminating variables corresponding to misfitting and redundant
items is a common practice in IRT analysis, but in this instance it does mean that behaviour of
particular elements (eg letters, syllables or words) in multi-element tasks could not be explored.
Given a longer analysis timeframe, the EGRA and EGMA fluency tasks (ie those in which children are
timed to read letters/words/numbers in an array, or timed to complete sums in an array) could be
analysed without aggregation, using models that took into consideration the component of
difficulty that was dependent on the position of the element (ie the letter/word/number/sum) in
the task.

More information about this further processing is given in Table 28, Table 29 and Table 30 below
for the three assessment domains.
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Table 28: Summary of data processing for tasks in English reading assessment domain
Task
category

Task

Descriptio
n of task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial ConQuest
runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Uwezo

Letters

From a set
of 10
letters,
choose five
of them and
say the
letter
sounds
aloud.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie
letter/word/paragraph) the
child could choose.

Having one separate
cognitive variable for each
element contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to respondents
for the domain. IRT
analysis was not possible
with this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
letters correctly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
letters correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all letters)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all letters
blank)

Words

Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

From a set
of 10
words,
choose five
of them and
read them
aloud.

Low frequencies in the 0
and 1 categories for some
variables (because not
many children chose to
attempt the element) led to
misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision was
made to collapse variables
for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
words correctly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
words correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all words
blank)
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Task
category

Task

Descriptio
n of task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial ConQuest
runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Paragraph

From a set
of two short
paragraphs,
choose one
and read it
aloud.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie
letter/word/paragraph) the
child could choose.

Having one separate
cognitive variable for each
element contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to respondents
for the domain. IRT
analysis was not possible
with this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading the
attempted paragraph
incorrectly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading the
attempted paragraph
correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for both
paragraphs)
9 (TA left space for
scores for both
paragraphs blank)

Story with
comprehen
sion

Read a brief
story
(approx. 70
words)
aloud.
Answer two
questions
about the
story.

Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

One variable for the story.
Values for variable:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

One variable for each of the
two comprehension
questions.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)
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Low frequencies in the 0
and 1 categories for some
variables (because not
many children chose to
attempt the element) led to
misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision was
made to collapse variables
for the task.
Item statistics acceptable.

No change.

Task
category

Task

Descriptio
n of task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial ConQuest
runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Core EGRA

Lettersound
knowledge

Provide the
sound of
100 upperand
lowercase
letters
presented
in random
order –
timed (60
seconds).

One variable for each of the
letters/words.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 34
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for each
letter/word contributed to
the high ratio of cognitive
variables to respondents
for the domain. IRT
analysis was not possible
with this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child saying 80 or fewer
letter sounds correctly
in the time limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child saying more than
80 letter sounds
correctly in the time
limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all letter
sounds)

Familiar
word
reading

Read 50
simple and
common
words –
timed (60
seconds).

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision was
made to collapse variables
for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 40 or
fewer words correctly
in the time limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading more than
40 words correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Letters/words that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response)
during the initial data processing.
34
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Task
category

Exploratory

Task

Descriptio
n of task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial ConQuest
runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Oral
passage
reading
with
comprehen
sion

Read a
short
narrative
passage
(approx. 60
words)
aloud with
fluency –
timed (60
seconds).
Answer
four
questions
about the
text.

One variable for each of the
letters/words.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 35
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for each
word contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to respondents
for the domain. IRT
analysis was not possible
with this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the passage reading
task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 55 or
fewer words correctly
in the time limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading more than
55 words correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Word
comprehen
sion

For six sets
of three
words each,
identify the
word that
matches the
picture
provided.

Sentence
comprehen
sion

For a set of
three
sentences,
identify the
one that
matches the
picture
provided.

One variable for each of the
sets of words.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)
One variable for the set of
sentences.
Valid value for variable:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision was
made to collapse variables
for the task.

Item statistics acceptable.

Item statistics acceptable.

No change in variables for
the comprehension
questions.
No change.

No change.

Letters/words that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response)
during the initial data processing.
35
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Task
category

Task

Descriptio
n of task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial ConQuest
runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Listening
comprehen
sion

Listen to a
story
(approx.
250 words)
being read
aloud, then
answer
eight
questions
about the
story.

Item statistics acceptable.

No change.

Silent
reading
with
comprehen
sion

Read a
short
narrative
passage
(approx. 60
words)
silently –
timed (60
seconds).
Answer five
questions
about the
text.

One variable for each of the
comprehension questions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
version of this task)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for each
word contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to respondents
for the domain. IRT
analysis was not possible
with this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the passage reading
task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child not reaching
beyond the 57th word in
the passage in the time
limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reaching beyond
the 57th word in the
passage in the time
limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

One variable for each of the
words in the passage.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 36
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

One variable for each of the
comprehension questions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision was
made to collapse variables
for the task.

No change in
comprehension question
variables.

Words in the passage that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no
response) during the initial data processing.
36
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Table 29: Summary of data processing for tasks in Kiswahili reading assessment domain
Task
category

Task

Description
of task

Cognitive data for task
before further
processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Uwezo

Syllables

From a set
of 10
syllables,
choose five
of them and
read them
aloud.

One variable for each of
element (ie
syllable/word/paragraph
) the child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by
child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the high
ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
syllables correctly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
syllables correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all syllables)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all syllables
blank)

Words

From a set
of 10 words,
choose five
of them and
read them
aloud.
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Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
words correctly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
words correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all words
blank)

Task
category

Task

Description
of task

Cognitive data for task
before further
processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Paragraph

From a set
of two short
paragraphs,
choose one
and read it
aloud.

One variable for each of
element (ie
syllable/word/paragraph
) the child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by
child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the high
ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One variable for the story.
Values for variable:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading the
attempted paragraph
incorrectly)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading the
attempted paragraph
correctly)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for both
paragraphs)
9 (TA left space for
scores for both
paragraphs blank)

Story with
comprehension

Read a brief
story
(approx. 70
words)
aloud.
Answer two
questions
about the
story.

One variable for each of
the two comprehension
questions.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)
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Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

No change.

Task
category

Task

Description
of task

Cognitive data for task
before further
processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Core EGRA

Syllable
knowledge

Provide the
sound of 100
syllables –
timed (60
seconds).

One variable for each of
the syllables/words.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 37
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each syllable/word
contributed to the high
ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One polytomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 60 or
fewer syllables
correctly in the time
limit)
1 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child reading between
61 and 80 syllables
correctly in the time
limit)
2 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading more than
80 syllables correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all syllables)

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

Familiar word
reading

Read 50
simple and
common
words –
timed (60
seconds).

One variable for each of
the words in the array.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 38
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 40 or
fewer words correctly
in the time limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading more than
40 words correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Syllables in the array that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response)
during the initial data processing.
38 Words in the array that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response)
during the initial data processing.
37
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Task
category

Exploratory

Task

Description
of task

Cognitive data for task
before further
processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Oral passage
reading with
comprehension

Read a short
narrative
passage
(approx. 60
words)
aloud with
fluency –
timed (60
seconds).
Answer four
questions
about the
text.

One variable for each of
the words in the passage.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 39
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each word contributed
to the high ratio of
cognitive variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the passage reading
task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child reading 45 or
fewer words correctly
in the time limit)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reading more than
45 words correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Word
comprehension

For six sets
of three
words each,
identify the
word that
matches the
picture
provided.

Sentence
comprehension

For a set of
three
sentences,
identify the
one that
matches the
picture
provided.

One variable for each of
the comprehension
questions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

One variable for each of
the sets of words.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)
One variable for the set of
sentences.
Valid value for variable:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

No change in variables for
the comprehension
questions.
Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Words in the passage that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no
response) during the initial data processing.
39
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Task
category

Task

Description
of task

Cognitive data for task
before further
processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Listening
comprehension

Listen to a
story
(approx.
250 words)
being read
aloud, then
answer
eight
questions
about the
story.

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Silent reading
with
comprehension

Read a short
narrative
passage
(approx. 60
words)
silently –
timed (60
seconds).
Answer four
questions
about the
text.

One variable for each of
the comprehension
questions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
version of this task)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

One variable for each of
the comprehension
questions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for
score blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each word contributed
to the high ratio of
cognitive variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One polytomous variable
for the passage reading
task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child not reaching
beyond the 40th word in
the passage in the time
limit)
1 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child reaching beyond
the 40th word in the
passage but not beyond
the 54th word in the
time limit)
2 (correct –
corresponding to the
child reaching beyond
the 54th word in
passage in the time
limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

One variable for each of
the words in the passage.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 40
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

No change in
comprehension question
variables.

Words in the passage that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no
response) during the initial data processing.
40
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Table 30: Summary of data processing for tasks in numeracy/mathematics assessment domain
Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Uwezo

Count and
match

From a set of
eight count and
match pairs,
select five and
match the
number of
objects to the
number
symbol.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie count and
match pair/number
between 10–99/number
pair/addition/subtraction/
multiplication/division) the
child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
count and match pairs
correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
count and match pairs
correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all count and
match pairs)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all count and
match pairs blank)

Number
recognition
10–99

From a set of
eight numbers
between 10–99,
choose five and
read them
aloud.

Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
number recognitions
correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
number recognitions
correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all number
recognitions)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all number
recognitions blank)
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Which is
greater?

From a set of
eight pairs of 2digit numbers,
choose five
pairs and in
each case
identify the
greater of the
two numbers in
the pair.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie count and
match pair/number
between 10–99/number
pair/addition/subtraction/
multiplication/division) the
child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 3 or fewer
of the 5 attempted
which is greater pairs
correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 4 or more
of the 5 attempted
which is greater pairs
correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all which is
greater pairs)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all which is
greater pairs blank)

Addition

From a set of
eight 2-digit by
2-digit
additions,
choose three
and work out
the answers.

Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 1 or fewer
of the 3 attempted
additions correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 2 or more
of the 3 attempted
additions correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all additions)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all additions
blank)
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Subtraction

From a set of
eight 2-digit by
2-digit
subtractions,
choose three
and work out
the answers.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie count and
match pair/number
between 10–99/number
pair/addition/subtraction/
multiplication/division) the
child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 1 or fewer
of the 3 attempted
subtractions correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 2 or more
of the 3 attempted
subtractions correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all
subtractions)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all
subtractions blank)

Multiplicatio
n

From a set of
eight 1-digit by
1-digit
multiplications,
choose three
and work out
the answers.
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Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 1 or fewer
of the 3 attempted
multiplications correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 2 or more
of the 3 attempted
multiplications correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all
multiplications)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all
multiplications blank)

Task
category

Core EGMA

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Division

From a set of
eight 1- or 2digit by 1-digit
divisions,
choose three
and work out
the answers.

One variable for each of the
elements (ie count and
match pair/number
between 10–99/number
pair/addition/subtraction/
multiplication/division) the
child could choose.
Values for variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
4 (not chosen by child)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each element
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One dichotomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting 1 or fewer
of the 3 attempted
divisions correct)
1 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting 2 or more
of the 3 attempted
divisions correct)
7 (not administered –
child completed other
Uwezo test form)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all divisions)
9 (TA left space for
scores for all divisions
blank)

One variable for each of the
numbers in the array.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 41
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each number
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

Number
identificatio
n

Say aloud 1digit – 3-digit
numbers (20
numbers in
total) presented
in random
order – timed
(60 seconds).

Low frequencies in the
0 and 1 categories for
some variables
(because not many
children chose to
attempt the element)
led to misfit.
On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

One polytomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child recognising no
more than 14 numbers
correctly in the time
limit)
1 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child recognising
between 15 and 19
numbers correctly in
the time limit)
2 (correct –
corresponding to the
child recognising all 20
numbers correctly in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Numbers in the array that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no
response) during the initial data processing.
41
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Number
discriminati
on

Identify which
is the greater
number in pairs
of numbers (1digit – 3-digit
numbers used,
12 pairs in
total) – timed
(60 seconds)

One variable for each of
number pairs.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 42
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each addition
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One polytomous variable
for the task.
Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting no more
than 9 additions correct
in the time limit)
1 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child getting between
10 and 14 additions
correct in the time
limit)
2 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child getting between
15 and 19 additions
correct in the time limit
3 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting all 20
additions correct in the
time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

Addition
level 1

Solve simple
addition
problems (20
problems in
total) – timed
(60 seconds).

One variable for each of the
additions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 43
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

Addition
level 2

Solve more
challenging
addition
problems (five
problems in
total).

One variable for each of the
additions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Number pairs that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response) during
the initial data processing.
43
Additions that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response) during the
initial data processing.
42
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Subtraction
level 1

Solve simple
subtraction
problems (20
problems in
total) – timed
(60 seconds).

One variable for each of the
subtractions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response) 44
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)

Having one separate
cognitive variable for
each subtraction
contributed to the
high ratio of cognitive
variables to
respondents for the
domain. IRT analysis
was not possible with
this high ratio.

One polytomous variable
for the task.

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

On inspection of item
statistics, the decision
was made to collapse
variables for the task.

Subtraction
level 2

Solve more
challenging
subtraction
problems (five
problems in
total).

Word
problems 1

Listen to five
story problems
and solve them
(four of which
test additive
thinking and
one of which
tests early
multiplicative
thinking).

One variable for each of the
subtractions.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)
One variable for each of the
story problems.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

Values for the variable:
0 (incorrect –
corresponding to the
child getting no more
than 9 subtractions
correct in the time
limit)
1 (partially correct –
corresponding to the
child getting between
10 and 19 subtractions
correct in the time
limit)
2 (correct –
corresponding to the
child getting all 20
subtractions correct in
the time limit)
8 (TA recorded invalid
scores for all words)

No change.

Subtractions that the child did not reach within the time period of 60 seconds were coded 0 (incorrect/no response) during
the initial data processing.

44
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Exploratory

Next
number

In each of four
sequences of
numbers, give
the number
that comes next
in the sequence.

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

How many?

For each of
three sets of
cards, give how
many buttons
there are in
total after being
told how many
buttons are
under each
card.

One variable for each of the
number sequences.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Word
problems 2

Listen to two
story problems
and solve them
(testing early
multiplicative
thinking).

One variable for each of the
sets of cards.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.

Spatial
reasoning 1

From a set of
six shapes,
identify the
shape when the
name is said
aloud.

One variable for each of the
story problems.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)
One variable for each of the
shapes.
Values for the variables:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.
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Task
category

Task

Description of
task

Cognitive data for task
before further processing

Notes on initial
ConQuest runs

Cognitive data for task
after further processing

Spatial
reasoning 2

From a set of
six smaller
shapes and one
larger shape,
identify the
three smaller
shapes that can
be put together
to make the one
larger shape.

One variable for task.
Valid value for the variable:
0 (incorrect/no
response)
1 (correct)
8 (TA recorded invalid
score)
9 (TA left space for score
blank)

Item statistics
acceptable.

No change.
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Appendix 2: Bar charts showing choice
proportions for the Uwezo tasks

The bar charts below show the proportions of children who chose to attempt each element in the
Uwezo tasks in which they are given choice. A small amount of discussion is also provided. As
mentioned in the main body of the report, the charts and discussion are simply provided for the
Uwezo test developers so that they can consider that it is worth further exploring patterns in choice
at the respondent level. If further analysis did suggest that patterns in choice are determined by the
position of elements in the task, as some of these bar charts do, then the Uwezo test developers
might consider the value in offering choice.
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In the Letters task children are presented with a 5x2 array of letters and asked to choose five of
them to read aloud.

In the database, variables for the letters in the array were assigned beginning from the letter in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the letter in
position 5,2.
The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to read each particular letter in
the task. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to read down the first column in the
array.
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In the Words task children are presented with a 5x2 array of words and asked to choose five of
them to read aloud.

In the database, variables for the words in the array were assigned beginning from the letter in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the word in
position 5,2.
The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to read each particular word in the
task. The patterns are somewhat different across form 1 and form 2. In the case of form 2, the
pattern suggests that children mostly choose to read down the first column in the array. In the case
of form 1, the pattern is more difficult to interpret. In this task children’s choices may be influenced
by their perceptions about the relative difficulties of the words in the array. In this regard we note
that all the longer words appear in the lower rows of the array.
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In the Paragraph task children are presented with two paragraphs one on top of the other, and
asked to choose one to read aloud.
In the database, variables for the paragraphs were assigned beginning with the paragraph on the
top.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to read each paragraph. The
patterns suggest that children mostly choose to read the top paragraph.
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In the Syllables task children are presented with a 5x2 array of syllables and asked to choose five of
them to read aloud.

In the database, variables for the syllables in the array were assigned beginning from the syllable in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the syllable in
position 5,2.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to read each particular syllable in
the task. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to read down the first column in the
array.
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In the Words task children are presented with a 5x2 array of words and asked to choose five of
them to read aloud.

In the database, variables for the words in the array were assigned beginning from the word in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the word in
position 5,2.
The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to read each particular word in the
task. The patterns are somewhat different across form 1 and form 2. In the case of form 1, the
pattern suggests that children mostlychoose to read down the first column in the array. In the case
of form 2, the pattern is more difficult to interpret. In this task children’s choices may be influenced
by their perceptions about the relative difficulties of the words in the array. In this regard we note
that all the longer words appear in the lower rows of the array.
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In the Paragraph task children are presented with two paragraphs one on top of the other, and
asked to choose one to read aloud.
In the database, variables for the paragraphs were assigned beginning with the paragraph on the
top.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who choose to read each particular
paragraph. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to read the top paragraph.
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In the Count and Match task children are presented with a table containing 8 rows and 2 columns.
In each row in the first column, there is a different number of objects (numbers between 1 and 9).
In each row in the second column, there is a number symbol. Children are asked to match five
different number symbols to the correct numbers of objects.
In the database, variables for were assigned beginning with the first row, and proceeding left-torigth across the rows.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to match a particular number
symbol to its number of objects. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to start from the
top and attempt the matching for the number symbols in the first five rows.
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In the Number Recognition 10-99 task children are presented with a 2x4 array of numbers, and
asked to choose five of the numbers to say aloud.

In the database, variables for the numbers in the array were assigned beginning from the number in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the number in
position 2,4.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to say each particular number
aloud. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to read across the numbers in the first row
and then onto the second row, ending with the number in position 2,1.
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In the Which is Greater task children are presented with a 4x2 array of pairs of numbers, and asked
to choose five pairs and identify the greater number in each pair.

In the database, variables for the pairs of numbers in the array were assigned beginning from the
number pair in position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with
the number pair in position 4,2.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to identify the greater number in
each particular pair in the task. These patterns are difficult to interpret, and may be due to
inconsistencies in data entry. 45

If these unusual patterns are due to inconsistencies in data entry, it will have no effect on the analysis of the
data from the concurrent validity study, because an aggregate variable was used to record performance on
this task.
45
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In the Addition task children are presented with a 2x4 array of additions, and asked to choose three
to attempt.

In the database, variables for the additions were assigned beginning from the addition in position
1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the addition in position
2,4.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to attempt each particular
addition in the task. The patterns suggest that children mostly choose to attempt the first three
additions in the first row.
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In the Subtraction task children are presented with a 2x4 array of subtractions, and asked to choose
three to attempt.

In the database, variables for the subtractions were assigned beginning from the subtraction in
position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the subtraction
in position 2,4.
The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to attempt each particular
subtraction in the task. The patterns are less clear, but they do still seem to suggest that children
most often choose to attempt the first three subtractions in the first row.
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In the Multiplication task children are presented with a 2x4 array of multiplications, and asked to
choose three to attempt.

In the database, variables for the multiplications were assigned beginning from the multiplication
in position 1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the
multiplication in position 2,4.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to attempt each particular
multiplication in the task. The patterns are less clear, but they do still seem to suggest that children
most often choose to attempt the first three multiplications in the first row.
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In the Division task children are presented with a 2x4 array of divisions, and asked to choose three
to attempt.

In the database, variables for the divisions were assigned beginning from the division in position
1,1 in the array, and proceeding left-to-right across the rows, ending with the division in position
2,4.

The above bar charts give the proportions of children who chose to attempt each particular division
in the task. The patterns are less clear, but they do still seem to suggest that children most often
choose to attempt the first three divisions in the first row.
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